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Abstmct

lnl3anglade,h, lhe groundwater irrigation development starled in lhc 1960s and ;ince then
it has been increasing progressively especially in the Northern region. At presellt,
irrigation covers almost all the agricullural land in the region during dry period that
provide, as a source for potential evapo-transpir"tion. In this study, an auempt has been
made to analyze the impacts of progressive inigation developmenl on ellmatic parameters,
land use, cropping pattern and soil fertility. This study is mostly based on secondary data
and inrormation. Data or greater Rangpur, greater Dinajpur and Patuakhali on daily
maximum tempemlure, minimum temperature, relative humidity, evaporation and
irrigated area were used. Ranb'Pur and Dinajpllf with extensive developmenl in irrigation
were considcred as the study area and Patuakhali with very little ilTigalion was considered
as the control area. Data on soil fertility and cropping pattern were also analyzed wilh
rclation to irrigaled arca, In case of wil fertility, the analy~is was performed only within
the study area.

The results of the analy~i5 reveal that during the irrigation season (January-April), the
maximum temperature is deercasing in Rangpur and Dinajpur at a rale of 0.5°(" and
0.46"C per decade respeetivcly, ln Patuakhali, the maximum temperalure is increasing at a
rate of 0.237oC per dceadc. rhe minimum temgcrature is increasing over the years in
Rangpm and Dinajpur at a rate ofO.5GC and 0.27 C pcr decade but in case of Patuakhali, il
docs not sho\\' any definitc trend. Although, lhe evaporation is supposed to have increased
over time with Lhe increase in irrigated area but it has been observed that the rate of
evaporation i; decreasing over time at a rate of 0,038 mill and 0.507 mm per decade in
Rangpur and Dinajpur respectively. II has also beell found lhal the relative humidity is
increasing over the years at a ratc of 0.137% and 1.275% per decade in Rangpur and
Dinajpur re~pecljvely. The relative humidity of Patuakhali does not show allY definite
lrend.

Thc study has abo revealed that there ;, a positive relationship between irrigation
development and cropping pattern changes. Mostly 13oro rice is being cultivated with lhc
developmenl of irrigation. Cropping intensity in Ranb'Pur, Dinajpur and in Patuakhali in
the pre'ient dccade is 227%, 212% and 200% respectively.

The carbon contcnt in the 0-15 em soil layer mostly increa,ed in the study area. The study
arca experiences a ,harp fall in the total nilrogen content which may be due to the changes
in cmpping sy,tems. All the physiographic units showed a decline in the content of
exchange.1ble pota%ium except for greater Dinajpur. Changes in the phosphorus
availabilily in the study area are mixed.

From the FGDs, it ha~ been observed that there is .1 perception lhal the maximum
temperature is decrea,ing. The dryness of weather has also been reduced. Soil fertility ha<;
bccn ['educed as lhe land is being cultivaled continuously with the advcnt of irrigation.

The findings of the stlldy suggest that the progressive development of irrigation in the last
fort}' yeur$ has no adverse impact on the climatic parnmeters except that it ha$ reduced the
diurnal variation of temperature in the Irrigated areas, As the irrigatioll is directly related
with cropping paltern and hence with the soil fcrtility so the cropping pattern has 10 bc
chosen carefully to avoid any adverse impact on soil fertility.

'"
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Chapter One
Introduction

1.1 Background

Endowed with waler, fertile soil and favorable climate, Bangladesh has developed a
predominantly agrarian economy over the centuries. AgricuHure is Ihe single most and
the largest sector of Bangladesh's economy which accoums for about 35% of the GDP
and about 70% of the labor fon:e (FIBS, 2006). Agricultural productivity holds the key to

the cOlmtry's overall economic growth and welfare to its people.

1\t present, agricultural land is declining at 1% rate each year due to rapid urbanization
and homestead building as against constant growth of population at a rate of 1.292%
(CIA, 2008). Agricultural practices that evolved in Bangladesh were in harmony with the
nature's variation in climatic conditions. To fulfill the increased demand of food, it wa;
necessary [0 produce more crops from the shrunken land resoClrces by incorponding
modem crop production technologies during dry season with the help of irrigation.

With the modernization of agriculture the neces8ity of irrigation has increased
tremendously since the ,tart of minor irrigation in early sixtie8. From 1969-70 to 1999-
2000, area planted to rice increased by 0.17 million hectare only, but the total rice
prodClclion increased more than two times Irom 11.82 million metric tons in 1969 to
23.07 million metric tons in 1999-2000 (BBS, 2005). Food grain production reached to
32.93 million tons during the year 2007-08 (DAE, 2008). This revolution in rood
production happened mainly due to i~troduction of irrigation in the early sixties, which
created a ravorable condition for the improved production practices, adoption or HYV
crops and increased usc of production inputs. Irrigation coverage has bee~ increased from
ahout 0.5 million ha in 1959-60 (BBS, 1960) to more [han 4.88 million ha in 2007
(BADC, 2007). This development of irrigation i~ Bangladesh has passed through a series
or phases from its traditional manually llfted devices to the modem mechanIzed minor

irrigation u~d major canal irrigation.

In Bangladesh the history of thc development of irrigation system is not very old. Only
few decades ago different types of irrigational means were developed 10 sClpplywater for
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irrigation. The ground waler irrigation was "taTted in the 1960s. It is noted that big
irrigation projects did nol play positive role in the national irrigation sector. But minor
irrigation program was very 8uccessfill and covered more than 90% of the lOla! irrigation.
The main source of irrigation waler is ground water covering about 80.60% of total
irrigated area (BADe, 2007). Surface wmer irrigation has stagnated in recent years
largely due to decrease in trans-boundary stream flows, shrinkage of wetlands and
reduct;')" of river recharge due to over extraction of ground water.

Irrigation is required mainly l'or Bom and v,'heat cultivation. Besides these some parts of
the country grow other crops like paota!o, oil seeds, pulses, vegetables, etc. Less quantity
nf irrigation water is needed for growing cmp> other than Doro & "heat. Boro is
cultivated in about 90% of the total irrigated land (OAF., 2007).

After the introduction of ground water irrigation in 1960, it has been increasing
progressively over the years specially in the northwest region. At present irrigation
covers almost all the agriculturai land in the region during dry period. Becal.l~e of the
dominance of the rice irrigation, where standillg water is maintained in the tlelds, the
evapotranspiration take, place at its potentiai rate. Water vapor is an important element in
climate change because it exists ill many forms and transformation from one form to
another, exchanges a large amount of heat energy (IPCC, 2001). The exchange of
m()i~ture and energy between soil, vegetation and the overlying atmospheric boundary
layer impacts the near surface atmosphcric moisture and temperature (Liang, 2003).
Before the introduction of groundwater irrigation most of agricultural land during dry
season remainoo faliow and consequently the weather \\'35 too dry and elimate "<1$ too
hot Alter the progressive development of irrigation it is assumed that a change in the
weather and miero-climate system has taken place and it should also have impact on the
other climatic pammeters like relative humidity and precipitation (Liu and Yaohu, 2006).
Simultaneously irrigation practice has changed the agricultural land use pattcrn with a
manifold increase in cropped area. Moreover, irrigation h35 changed the cropping patto:m
with a shift from diversified cropping to mono cropping. Irrigation ha:. resulted in
eOlltinuous and yearlong cultivation with no time for the soil to re-invigorate, Such
ctlntinnous cropping is expected to have negative effects on the soil fertility.

It has been estimated by National Water Management Plan (NWMP) that additionai
demand of9.5 million tons offood grains will be created in 2025 compared to 2000. This
increasing demand has 10 be met from our limited and :.hrinking land resources. In that
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case, the rate of increase of production should he 2 percent per annum to maintain food
self sufficiency. In order to increa,e production, most of the inigablc areas will need to
be brought under irrigation. As such. f"od security has been and will remain as a major
concern fOI"Bangladesh. Bul before any li.lrthcr large scalc development of irrigation it
has become ncec.,saT)' to study its negative impacts on both soil and on the environment.

In tllcse contexts this st,;,dy \vas taken up in order (0 assess the effects of progressive
development of irrigation in the northwest region "n the Environment. The term
environment covers wide spectrum such as natural environment, physical environment,
bio-physical environment, ,(>cial environment etc. Here in this study, the term
environment refers to climate, land use pattern and ;oil fertility. Thus the study assessed
the effects of progres,ive irrib'lltion development on climate, land use pattern and soil

fertility.

1.2 Objective of the study

'1he specific objectives of the study are:
a) To find out the impact of progressive development of irrigation on climatic

parameters like temperature, relative humidity and evaporation.
b) To find out the extent of impact of the present irrigation practice on agrarian land

use pattcrn and cropping practice.
c) To correlate the irrigation development with soil fertility status (N, P, K &

Organic Matter).

1.3 Limitation of the Study

While comlucting the study, unavailability of data, non-matching of data periods, missing
data etc. affected the progress of tlie analysis, interpretation of the results and the findings

ofthc study. These limitations arc given below:
a) Data of climatic parameters of the control area were ofshortcr duration than those

of the study area.
b) Data of evaporation of study area and control area were not available for the same

periods of records like other climatic parameters.
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c) lITigation data of control area did nol have the same period of records like the data

of 81udy area.
d) Data of climatic parameters were collected Irom one meteorological station in

each of the ~[udy and contml areas (there waS only one meteorological stat;"n in
each of these areas). Considering the extent of the study aml control area" data
from more meteorological stations would mah the analysis more representative,

oj The control area is ,!luated in coastal Lone which is not ccologicall} similar to the
study area. But no other ~imilar districts were found where irrigation has not been

developed over the years.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

2.1 Climate Change

2.1.1 Climate
"Climate" refers to the aver-Ige weather in lerms of the mean and its variability over a
certain time-span and a certain area. Classical climatology provides a classification and
description of the various climate regimes found on Earth. The "weather", as we
experience it is the fluctuating state of the atmosphere around us, characterized by the
temperature, wind, precipitation, clouds and other weather elements. The traditional
knowledge of weather and climate foclJ,es on those variables that alTeel daily life most
directly: average, maximum and minimum temperature, wind ncar the 5urfacc of the
earth, precipitation in its various forms, humidity, cloud type and amount, and solar

nldiation.

2.1.2 Climllte System
The climate sy>lem is a complex, interactive system consisting of the atmosphere, land
surface, snow and ice (cryospherc), oceans and other bodies of water (hydrosphere) and
living things (biosphere). Climate sy>lem is forced or influenced hy various external
forcing mechanisms, the mosl important of which is the Slm. Also the direct effect of
human activities on the climale system is considered an exlernal force. (IPCC, 2007)

The atmosphere is the most unstable and rapidly changing part of the system. The earth's
dry atmosphere is composed mainly or nitrogen (N" 78.1% volume mixing ratio),
oxygen (02, 20.9% voiume mixing ratio), and argon (Ar, 0.93% volume mixing ratio).
These ga,es have only limited inter<ICtionwith the incoming solar radiation and they do
not interact \vith the infrared radiation emitted by the earth. However there are a number
of trace gases, such as carbon dioxide (C02), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N20) and
ozone (Ol), which do absorb and emit infrared radiation. These so called greenhouse
gases, with a total volume mixing ratio in dry air of less than 0.1% by volume, play an
es>enlial role in the earth's energy budget. Moreover the atmosphere contains water
vapour (H20), which is also a oatural greenhouse gas. lis volume mixing ratio is highly
variable, but it is typically in the order or 1%. Because these greenhouse gase, absorb the
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infrared radiation emitted by the earth lind emit infrared radiation up- and dovmward,
they lend to rai~e the tempemlurc ncar the earth's surface. Water vapour, C02 and 0) also

ab~orb solar short-wave radiation.

!3eside these gases, the atmosphere also contains solid and liquid particles (aerosols) and
clouds, which interact with the incoming and outgoing radiation in a complex and
spatially very variable manner. The most variable component of the atmosphere is water
in its various phases such as vapour, cloud droplets, and ice crystals. Water vapour is the
strongest greenhouse gas. For these reasons and because the transition between the
various phuses absorb and release much energy, water vapollT is central to the climate and

its variability and change. (lPCC, 200 I)

Vegetation and soils at the land surface control how energy received from the sun IS

retumed to the atmosphcre. Some Is rcturned as long-wave (infrared) radiation, heating
the atmosphere as the land surlaee warms. Some serves to evaporate water, elthcr in the
soil or in the leaves of plants, bringing water back into the atmosphcre, Because the
evaporation of soil moisture requires energy, soil moisture has a strong inl1uencc on the
surlaee tcmperature. The texture of the land surtacc (its roughness) influences the
atmosphere dynamically as winds blow over the land's surlace. Roughnes> is detcrmined
by both topography and vegetation. Wind also blows dust from the surface into the

atmosphere, which interacts with the atmospheric radiation.

2.1.3 Human Influence on the Climate S)'stem
Human beings. like other Jiving organisms, have always influenccd their environment. It
is only since the beginning of the industrial revolution (mid-18th century) that the impact
of human activities has hegun to extend to a much larger scale, contiriental or even
global. Human activities, in particular those involving the combustion "I" fossil fuels lilr
industrial or domestic usage, and biomass burning. produce greenhouse gases and
aemsols which al"feet the composition 01" thc atmosphere. The emission of
chlorofluorocarhons (CrCs) and other chlorine and bromine compounds has not only an
impact on the radiative forcing, but has also led to the depletion of the stratospheric
ozone layer. Land"use change, due to urbanization and human forestry and agricultural

practices, affcct the physical and biological properties of the Earth's surface. Sncb effects
change tbe radiative forcing and have a potential impact on regional and global climate.
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2.1.3.1 Anthropogenic perturbation of the atmospheric composition
For about a thousand years before the industrial revolution, the amount "I' greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere remained relatively cCIl1~lant.Since then, the concentration of
variou,>greenhouse gases hl" increased. The amount of carbon dioxide, for example, has
increased by more than 30% since pre-industrial limes and is still increasing at an
unprecedented rate or on average 0.4% per year, mainly due to the combustion of fossil
fuels and deforestation. The concentration of other natural radiatively active atmospheric
C<1mponents, ~l1chas methane and nitrous oxide, is increasing liS well due to agricultural,
indu~lrial and other activities. Chlorofluorocarbons and some other halogen compounds
do not occur naturally in the atmosphere but have been introduced by human activities.
Beside their depleting effect on the stratospheric 07~melayer, they are strong greenhouse
gases. Human industrial, energy related, and land-use activities also increase the amount
of aerosol in the atmosphere, in the limn of mineral dust, sulphales and nitrates and soot.

2.1.3.2 The enhanced greenhouse effect
The increased concenlration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere enhances the
ab8orption and emission ofinl'rarcd radiation. The atmosphere's opacity increase8 so that
the altitude from which the Earth's radiation is effeetlvcly emiUed into space becomes
higher. Becau8e the temperature is lower at higher aUitudcs, le8s encrgy is emitted,
causing a positive radiative forcing. This effect i8 called the enhanced greenhouse effecL
If the amount of carbon dioxide were doubled instantaneously, with everylhing clse
remaining the same, the temperature of the surface-troposphere system would increase by
1,2"C ("ilh an accuracy of "=10%), in the absence of other changes.

2.1.3.3 The effect of aerosols
The direct effect of the aerosols is the scattering of part of the inc(lmlng solar radiation
back into space. This causes a negative radiative forcing. Some aer08ols, such !US soot,
absorb solar radiation directly leading to local heating of the atmosphere, or absorb and
cmit in l'rared radiation, adding to the enhanced grcenhou8<leffect.

2.1.3.4 Land-usc chan~e
The term "land-use change" refers to a change in the U8<lor management of land. Land-
use change results in changing the physical and biological properties of the land surface
and thus the climate system. Physical processes and feedbacks caused by land-use
change, that may have an impact on the climate, include change> In albedo <lndsurface
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roughness, and the exchange belween land and atmosphere of water vapour and

greenhouse gases (TPCC, 2001).

2.1.4 Changc~ in climatic variahles

2.1.4.1 Changes in Temperature
Global mean surface temperatures have risen by O.74°C"= O.18°C wh.en eslimmed by a
linear trend over the last 100 years (1906-2005). The rate of wanning over the last 50
year~ is almost double thaI over the Jast 100 years (O.13QC"= O.03°C vs. O.07°C oi O,Oloe
per decade), Global mean temperatures averaged over land and ocean surface>, from
three different estimales, each of which has been independently adju,led for various
homogeneity issues, are consistent within uncertainty estimates over the period 1901 to
2005 and show similar rates of increase in recent decades. The trend is not linear, and the
warming (rom Ihe fi rst 50 years of instrumental record (1850-1899) to the last 5 years

(200 1-2005) is 0.76°C I O.19"C OPCC, 2007),

Analysis of mean daily maximum and minimum land surface air temperatures continue to
support a reduction in the diurnal temperalure range in many parts of the world, with,
globally, minimum temperatures increasing at nearly twice the nlte of maximum
temperatures between about 1950 and 1993 (Easterling et aI., 1997). The rate of
temperature increase during this time has been 0.1°C and 0.2°C/decade for the maximum
and minimum, respectively. This is more than twice the rate of temperature increase over
the oceans during this time. The rate of lemperature inerea~e for both maximum and
minimum lemperature over Ihis period is greater than for the mean temperature over the
entire 20th century, reflecting the strong wanning in recent decade,;.

Sill~e thc Diurnal Temperature (DTR) i~ the maximum temperature minu, the minimum
temperature, the DTR can decrease when the trend in the maximum or minimum
temperature is downward, upward, or unchanging. This contributes 10 less spatial
cohcrence on the DTR map than on maps of mean temperature trend.

2.1.4.2 Changes in Water vapor
.Changes in water vapour mixing ratio have been analysed for selected regions u,;ing in
situ 8urfaee observation,; as well as lower-tropospheric measurements based on satellites
and weather balloons. A pattern of overall surface and lower-tropospheric water vapour
mixing ralio increases over the past few decades is emerging, although [here are likely to
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be some time_dependent biases in these data and regional variations in trends. 1he more
reliable data sets show that it is likely that tolal atmospheric water vapour has increased
,eveml per cent per decade over many regions or the Northern Hemisphere since the
early 1970s. Changes over the Southern Hemisphere cannot yet be asse~sed (IPCe,

2001).

Satellite observations of upper-tropospheric humidity from 1980 to 1997 show
statistically significant positive trends ofO.I'Yo/year l'or the zone IO"N to 100S. Other
trends are not statistically significant, but include a O.04%/year positive trend for the zone
60"N to 600S but a negative trend of -0.1 'Yo/yearover the region 300S to 60"5.

Balloon observations of slmtospheric water vapour ahove 18 kIn show an increa,e of
about I%Jyear for the period from 1981 to 2000. Shorter satellite records show a similar
positive lrend, suggesting that the change ls global ln character, but they also indicate a

slowlng oflhe positive trend after 1996.

2.1.5 Historical Changes of Temperature in the Past Millennium

New analyses indicate that the magnitude of North em Hemlsphere "'arming over the 20th
century is likely to have been the largest or any century in the last 1,000 years. The 1990s
arc likely to have been the warme,t decade of th~ millennlum In. the Northern
Hemisphere and 1998 is likely to have been the warmest year. Because less data are
available, Jess ls known about annual averages prior to 1,000 year, before the present and
lor conditions prevailing in most of the Southern Hemisphere prior to 1861 OPCC, 2001).

Evidence does nOI support the existence of globally synchronous periods of cooling or
warming a,soclated with the 'Little lee Age' and 'Medleval Warm Period'. However,
reconstructed Northern Hemisphere temperatures do ,how a cooling during the 15th to
19th centuries and a relatively wann period durlng the 11th to 14th centuries, though the
latter period is stlll cooler than the late 20th century. Analyses of borehole temperatures
indicate a non-linear increa,e in global average ground ,urface temperature over land of
1.0," 0.3°C over the last 500 years, with most of the increa,e occurring since the late 19th
century. There may be additional uncertainties due to the aS8umptions used in [his
technique, and decrea,ing re,olution back in lime limit, eonlidenee in the exact timing of

the ",arming (IPCC, 2001).
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2.1.6 Climate Change in Bangladesh Perspective

According to Ahmed and Alam (1999) the vulnerability to climate change for difTerent
8CClOrswas asses8ed based on climate scenario,; developed by General Circl.llation
Models (GeMs) for lWOprojection years of2030 um12075. The res\llts revealed thallhe
average increase in temperature would he [.joe and 2.6"C lor the years 2030 and 2075

respectively.

Huq (2000) suggested aller analyzing the climate change scenarios for Bangladesh that
the temperature will increase by 0.7"C and 1.1 "C and precipitation will increase by ] 1%
and 28% in monsoon in the time h"riLon 2030 and 2050, respectively.

Karmakar and Shrestha (2000) studied the recent climatic changes in Bangladesh by
using the SlJrface climatological data on monthly and annual mean maximum
temperalure, minimum temperature and monlhly and annual rainfall for the period 1961-
90. The overall trend of annual mean maximum temperature lor lhe period 1961-90 is of
Increasing order, which is statistically significant. The overall annual mean minimum
lemperatnre over Bangladesh for the period 1961-90 has a slight decreasing trend. The
study al<,o revealed thai the annual mean temperature over Bangladesh has a slight
increasing trend dnring the whole period 196\-90. The present changes in the climatic
elements have been projected up to 2050 and 2100 years. The overall annual mean
temperature over l3anglade,h is likely to Increase by 0.22"C and 0.41oC by 2050 and

2100 years respectively.

Miah (2003) examined thirty years (1971-2001) record of monthly average minimum
temperature during the months of December and January in winter and monthly average
ma.ximum temperatnre during the months of April and May (Premonsoon) al Dinajpur,
Rangpur, Rajshahl, Jessore, Ishurdl, Chuadanga and Srimangal stalions by statl<;lical
method. He observed thai the lowest minimum and highest maximum temperalure trend
has increased by O.012"C/yr in winter except for Rajshahi where the temperature trend is
downward. rhe temperature trend has Increased by 0.013°Clyr in summer except for
Chuadanga. The average temperalure has increased by 0.0125 °C/yr within the period of
1971-2001 which I, nearer to the glohal temperature increasing rate,

The study of Quadir (2008) using the data of 13 meteorological stations distributed over

Bangladesh shows that the temperalure is strongly increasing during life cycle of Aman
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rice (monsoon and po,[-monsoon seasons) along with the inier-annuailluctuations. The
rainfall of August exhibil~ negative correlation (-O.4~) and October positive correlation
(0.51). The month of June has the positive correlation of 0.28. As AmaH rice i,minted,
the variability of temperature and rainfall cause~ major impact on the yield of Arnall rice.

According to Nishal (2008), the stUlly of IPCC-III has shown that for Bangladesh the
temperalure would increase by 0.7 and U'C during the mOnSOOnseason for the year
2030 and 2050, respectively. Also the monsoon rainlall would increase by 11% and 28%

compared to 1990 for the year 2030 and 2050, respectively.

According to IWFM (2008), annual and seasonal mean temperatures arc found to have in
general increa.\ing trends in Bangiadesh. The overall [rend in mean annual temperature is
found [0 be +0.10 and +0.21 °c per decade f()Tdata periods of 1948-2007 and 1980-2007,
respectivelv, It thus appears that the warming has been more rapid in the recent decades.
At seasonal time scaies. the warming has strengthened in both summer and mOnSOOn
sewsons and weakened in winter season over last three decades or so,

The study of Nasrin (2008) reveals that reference crop evapo-transpiration (ETo) has
decrcasing trends at all stations, The decreasing trends are 0.2, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.3 mm/day
per decade for Dhaka, Je~sore, Bogra and Chandpur, respectively. Thc analysi, has also
found Olltthat maximum temperature has increasing trends of 0.2oe. O.2°c and o.IDe per
decade for Dhaka, Jessore and Chandpur, respectively. l30gra has decreasing trend of
0.2oC per decade. Minimum temperature has increasing trends ofO.61'e, 0.2oe, O.loe and
o.loe per decade at Dhaka, Je8sore, Bogra and Chandpur, respectively. The relative
humidity has increasing trends at lilur stations in ali 10-da)' periods, The average
increasing trends are 0.9%, 2.5%, 3.0% and 1.4% per decade at Dhaka, Je~sore, Bogra

and Chandpur, respcetively.

7aman S, (2009) ha, analyzed sunshine duration data at nine meteorological stations,
which represent all hydrological regions of Bangladesh and ,pread more or less
unifonniy, to see the long-term changes and trends from 196i to 2006. The analysis has
,hown that the sunshine duration experiences a decreasing trend at all selected :.tations.
The overall annual decrease for the entire Bangladesh is found to be abollt 0.3 hours a
day in every 10 years. For the ycars 1961 and 2006, ETo wa~ calculated with their
respective sunshine duration keeping other climatic parameters unchanged. It was found
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thai the annual ETa has declined by 6.1% from 1961 to 2006 due to the decline in

sun,hine duration.

2.2 Ilevelopment of Irrigation

2.2.1 Surface water irri~atioll development

Large scale water re,>ources development in Bangladesh began in the early 1950s. At that
time after severa! years of sludies, a team of UN experts proposed the Ganges-Kobadak
Project Iyi~g in the greater districts of K\lshlia, Jcssorc and Khulna. Later on, I3WDB
completed 3 Master plall and initiated follow up studie5 and investigation; of others.
Three types of projects were envisaged: a) flood embankments with gravity drainage, b)
flood embankments with tidal sluice drainage, and c) flood embankments with pump
drainage. Irrigation within these flood protected area~ was also envisaged but flood
control W;lSgiven a priority in the lirst stage. rhe principle that flood control ;lnd
improved drainage creates opportunities for further development. including irrigation.
became a ba~ie tenet for water resouree~ planning.

Although major emphasis fell on flood control projects, small scale surface and
subsurface system, were experimented with lhroughout the 1950's and 60's. For
example, lwo cuse<: low lift pumps, using surface water, were introduced tJuough the
Mechani7ed Cuitivation and Power Pump Irrigation program (MCPPI) beginning in
1956. The program never reached full potential primariiy because, FI'ADC "as enable to
establish an effective means of organizing farmers to share waler from a single pump or
to ensure the delivery of water at criticai times for crop production (Thomas, 1972).

Shortcomings led 10 Ihe replacement of the MCPPI scheme in 1968 by lhe Thana
lrrigalion Program (flP). Uniike its predecessor, the TIP placed emphasis 'on organizing
fanners to share and utili7e before a pump was provided. The scheme proved
exceptionally successful and by i969-70. 18000 pumps irrigating 0.28 million hectares
were in operation. Although constrained by the problems of water losses, poor
maintenance and timely pump distribution, the major conslraint facing this program was
the availability of surface waler (Hanratt>', 1983).
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At present surface water irrigation is carried out by gravitational flow through a number
of large scale irrigation proje<.:ts implemenled mainly by BWDD. In 2006-07, about
137,064 h~C[3reSwere irrigated by such large projects.

2.2.2 Groundwater Irrigation De"elopment

While experiments with minor surface irrigation were underway, early pilot program~ 10
tap underground Waler were also commencing. In 1961, the German Government in
~ooperation with Water Developmenl Board installed 380 four-cusec e1ectri~ally
powered wells in the Northwest part of Bangladesh, now called as North Bangladesh
Tube-well (DTW) Project, Thakurgaon. Coverage per well waS limited because of high
seepage losses and provisions to train farmers in the techniques of irrigated agriculture
were not developed. Subsequently, Exten~ion Wing of the then Directorate of Land &
Water Use (now Department of Water Management) under the then EPWAPDA (now
BWDB) was extablished for training of farmers and improvement of sandy soil and
establishment of irrigated agronomy. Later on, another 836 DTWs were commbsioned in
the project area. In 2003, the project has been handed over to Barendra Multipurpose
Development Amhority (BMDA). (Hashem, 2005)

In Bangladesh. pending major ~l1rlace water development, the expan;ion or minor
irrigation (~mall-seale irrigation) has formed a vital component of the Government's
strategy in agriculture. Irrigation through major canals (large scale-irrigation) covered
only about 4% of the total irrigated area in 2007. the remainder being ela~~ified under
minor irrigation consisting of low lift pumps (LLP',,: power operated centrifugal pumps
drawing water from rivers, creeks and ponds), shallow tube\\'ell~ (5TW's: with a
motorised suction mode pumping unit), deep lubewells (DTW's: with power openlled
force mode pumping unit), manually operated shallow tubewells for irrigation (MOSTl's:
extracting water from a shallow tubewell) and traditional systems (BADe, 2007). Al the
end of the dry season, the water level ean fall beyond the ;uction limit of the centrifugal
pump. In these situations, it i~ possible to draw water by placing the 5TW in a pit.
Lowering of a STW in a pit is called a deep-set shallow tubewell (DSSTW) or a very
deep-set shallo\\' tube-well (VDSSTW). When the static waler levels fall further (over
10.7 m), submersible or vertical turbine pump" (FMTW's : force mode tubewells) are

needed.
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Between 1950 and 1979, public tubewells, regulations of private installations and public
monopolies in the sllpply of pumps, motors and other equipment were a constraint to the
development of irrigation. Since 1972. emphasis has been placed on minor irrig<ltion
through low lift pumps and mainly by \ubewells (Shallow tubewells (Sl'Ws), Deep
tubcwclls (DTWs) and Force mode luhewells (FMTWs»).

From 1979 to 1984, there was a Jiberaliscd expansion of minor Irrigation with STW, in
the private sector. In 1981-82, about 0.20 million ha (If land was under irrigation with
43,000 operating STW's. The rate of installation of STW's development was 10,000 per
year from 1981-82 to 1984-85, but numbers were reduced from 73,000 in 1984-85 to
47,000 in 1988-89. Several reasons are cited for this decline: private sector STW sales
were limited by Government; some agricultural subsidies were removed; there was
official concern over reported declines In groundwater levels where STWs operated; the
concept ofDSSTW had not heen introduced by that time.

ln 1991, the National Minor Irrigation Development Project (NMlDP) was established in
response to the needs of farmers and the requirement of increased private sector
illvestment ill minor irrigation teehnologics. The project activity mainly concentr"tes on
VDSSTWs and FMTWs technology, whereas irrigation by STW (shallow tuhewell) is
mainly controlled by the private sedor. In 1995, 583 VDSSTWs and 135 FMTWs were
in opcration by farmers due to the promotional aclion of the project. There has been a
general reduction of the area irrigated by DTW due to problems wlth management and
finance, but this has ]}cen more than compensated by the rise in STW (including
V~S,]W). "[here has been an increase in salinity intrusion in the soulh-weslern part oflhe
country which is related to the reduction of lreshwater entering the area through the
Ganges distributaries, especially the Gorai. There is some evidence for increased soil
salinisation in the extreme South West (Satkhira area). which may be due to increased
groundwater abstraction.

Currently, oul of 8,640,727 ha net cultivable area about 4,882,879 ha area irrigated by
different cquipmcnts in 2007 which is 56.51% o1'tolal cultivable area (BADC, 2007).
lrrigalion through groundwater (shallow tube-wells and deep tube-wells) covers 80.30%
of the total area,
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2.3 Soil Fertility

2.3.1 Soil:
Soil is the naturally occurring, unconsolidated or loose covering on the Earth's surface.
Soil is made up of bmken rock pmticles lhat have been altered by chemical and
environmental conditions, affecteJ by processes ~uch 3S weathering and erosion, Soil is
different from its parent rock(s) source(s), altered by interactions between the lithosphen:,
hydrosphere, atmosphere, and the biosphere. It is a mixture of mineral and organic
constituents that arc in solid, gaseous and aqueous slates. Soil particles pack loo,ely,
forming a soil structun: lI11edwith pore spaces. These pores contain soil solution (liquid)

and air (gas),

Soil is used in agriculture, where it serves as the primary nutrient base for the plants. The
types of >oil used in agriculture (among other things, such as the purported level of
moisture in the soil) vary with respect to the species of plants that are cultivated.

2.3.2 Soil fertili~':
Soil fertility is the characteristic of soil that supports abundant plant life. In particular the
term is used to describe agricultural and garden soil.
Fertile soil has the following properties:

• lt is rich in nutrients necessary for basic plant nutrition. including nitrogen,

phosphorus and potassium.
• It contains sufficient minerals (trace elements) for plant nutrition, induding

horon, chlorine, cobalt, copper, iron, manganese, magnesium, molybdenum,

sulfur, and zinc.
• It contains ~llil organic matter that Improves soil structure and soil moisture

retention.
• Soil pH is in the range 6.0 to 6.8.
• Good soil structure, creating well drained soil.
• A range of microorganisms that support plant growth.
• lt ollen contains large amounts of topsoil.

Soil rertiJity is the capability or ability of soils to supply elements essential for plant
grOMh without a toxic concentration of any element. It is the inherent capacity of a ,oil
to supply 14 of the 17 essential nutrient elements to the growing crop. lt is the quality of
soil that enables it to provide compounds or elements in adequate amounts and in proper
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balance for the gro"th of specified plants when other gro"tb factors like light, moisture,
temperature and the physical conditions of the soils are fav"urablc, So, fertility is the
potential nutrient status of a soil 10 produce crops. As pJallt~ have evolved in different
climates and on different soils, they have different needs for the essential nutrients and
different tolerance to the !Oxic clements. A, such, a soil can be fertile for one phmt and at
the same time be unfertile for another plant. On the other hand ~oi1 productivity is a
mea,ure of the s()ils ability to produce a particular crop or sequence of crops under a

specified management 'ystem.

2.3.3 Eff",...,tor Irrigation on Soill<'ertility
The effect of long term irrigation and intensive cultivation on three soil series was
investigated by Rahman et al (1995). These soils were from a calcareous belt in the G-K
irrigation project area in Bangladesh, which had experienced declining nop yield>. In
order to evaluate the effect 0 f irrigation and intensive cuItivation on soil propertles, three
soil series from irrigated and non irrigated located in the same catena were studied. Soil
properties such a,>organic carbon, electrical conductlvity. CEC, potassium absorptlon
ratio, exchangeable sodium pereentagc and ionic strcngth did not show any distinct
changes betwccn the invesligated areas. The major changes idcntified betwccn irrigated
and non-irrigated ,oils wcre pH, void ratio, maximum water holdlng capacity, watcr
soluble Na, fcrrous iron, sodium absorption ratio, availablc nitrogen and free carbonate

conlent.

Long term irrigation has considerable impact On soil chemical properties_ Irrigating Lima
and Kendaia silt loam soils "lth an average of 10.7 em of water each year for 13 years
caused no change ln soil pH, organic matter. or available P, Ca, and Mg. Irrigation
sig.nificalltly reduced available K from an average of 109 kglha in non-irrigated plots to
an average of97 kglha in irrigated plots (VitlUm et. ai, 1968).

The growth and yield of rice crop wcrc significantly reduced at different conscentive
stages 01'growth due to irrigation with salinc water. Paniclc initiation and heading stsges
(P+H) and the maximum tillering and panicle initiation stages (M+P) were more
,useeptible to saline water irrigation for the production of yicld components. But the
growth of rice wa' more affected dne to application of saline water at the carly and
maximum tillering stages (E+M) and could not recover appreciably at maturity through
itrigated with fresh water afterwards. COntinuous saline water drastlcally reduced all the
growth and yield parameters. Effect or irrigation with saline water at heading and
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ripening stages of rice crop was found to be less pronounced irrespective of concentration

(Mohiuddin ct. ai, 2007).

The impact "f irrigation on soil fertility is due ttl three main issues: nitrate leaching,
denitrification and soil aggregate di"persion. Of cour<;elhe firsl one is more important in
sandy soils, while the others are more hannful in clayey soils. One of the main ways for
nitrogen losses from agro-ecosystcms is nitrate leaching driven by rainwater or irrigation
water percolation through the soil profile. Irrigation systems with a [ow efficiency
(fuIT"''', border, and wild flooding) enhance percolation and anaerobic conditions.
Anaerobic conditions enhance lhe dc-nitrification process (Fagnano, 2008).

Davidson et aI" (l992) showed that denitrification can occur only a few minutes aner
watering. Shimojoki and Jaakkola (2000) found that irrigation douhled the, N loss due to
denitri fication compared with a non-irrigated situation with fertilized barley, This process
leads to a reduction of chemical fertility and of nitrogen availability for the crops, hut
also increases the environmental impact of cropping sy,tem, since N20 i-, one of the most

powerful greenhouse gases,

Irrigation systems with high rain intensity (i.e. high pressure rain.guns sprinkler) can be
very harmful for soil structure at the top layer. The intensity of damage depends on the
soil texture (maximum in clayey soils) and on the level of soil coverage (maximum on
bare soil or in the !irst crop stages). In poorly draining clayey soils, the soil moisture
surplus in the top layer enhanccs clay dispersion thus reducing soil aggregate stability

(pagliai et al., 2004).

The nutrient status of soil showed that organic matter, total N, cxchangeable K and
available P & S slightly increased due to cropping over the fallow. The hlghcst increase
but mo'" or less similar was observed after dhaincha, deshi jute and toshajute and the
lowest in case of TAus rice. The pH slightly decreased in all the treatment from initial

stage (Khan et ai, 2007).

A study conducted on selected irrigation schemes in East Wollega Zone of Oromia
National Regional State, Ethiopia to investigate the likely changes of soil chemical
parameters due to irrigation In the irrigated farms in comparison to the adjoining non
irrigated farms, The ,tudy indicated that soil pH (HlO), and exchangeable bases were
higher in irrigated farmlands than the non-irrigatcd farmlands. On the other hands, >oil
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organic matter (SUM), total nitrogen, and exchangeable llcidil} were lower in irrigated
farmlands. Relatively. the lower organic matler ,md total nitrogen contents in irrigated
Emnland~ altributcd to the optimum soil moisture content through out the year lha!
created lavorable environmental condition for SOM decomposition (Getaneh e! aI.,
2007).

2.4 Effect oflrriglilion Development on Cropping Pattern and Intensity

Cropping patterns for bnd in the northern districts were governed by low soil moisture
during the winter months. Major crops were lIuSand transplanted aman. Small amounts
"!"jule, sugarcane, oilseeds and other winter crops were grown. Before introduction or
irrigation cropping intensity of that area was about 95% reflecting the single crop
economy of the area. With irrigation, yields and production increased and double or triple
cropping became po>sible on most or tbe lands. Cropping intensity with irrigation was
expected to 228 percent (lECa, 1964),

The Flood Action Plan (FAP-12l has shown that the traditional cropping pattern oftbe
project area of Silimpur-Karatia Regulator Cum Bridges project, comprises of Dhainnya,
Porabari and Silimpur union 01"Tangail, consists of Aus followed by B. Aman. Jute and
Suga~ane are popular here, especially in the more elevated, sandy areas. The winter
crop" are mustard and wheal. Boro HYV can not be cultivated in elevated areas because
of the high water cost involved in a sandy environment. The cropping pattern within the
project area consists ol"Boro HYV under irrigation in the deeply flooded land, sometimes
follol,'ed by B. Aman.]n the medium low-land, it is possible to have T. Amallulter HYV
boro and in the medium to high land, jute or aus, rubi crops or sugarcane are found. These
changes arc a direct consequence 01"the embankment (Hunting Technical Service> ltd,
1991).

From the Flood Action Plan (FAP-12l, it has been found that the current cropping
practice in the Konajparu Embankment Project area, Haluaghat upazilla in Mymenslngh,
h.." evolved in response to a number of changes in the crop environment. The
hydrological regime has altered, making it safe for Aus, Jute and Anulil cultivation. At
the same time, and quite independently, irrigation has expanded rapidly, leading to a
rapid expansion in the area under HYV Born, Therefore, despite greater protection
afforded to Aus, its ae~age has declined as Boro cultivation expanded nnder irrigation.
Current copping intensity is around 200 percent. The increase in cropping intensity would
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appear [0 be largely related to acreage expansion in Born, and cannot be atlributed to the
project (Hunting Tech~ical Services ltd, 1991).

From the )-Iood Action Plan (FAP-2), il has been found thallhc main shifts in cropped
areaS as a result of 1100d control relate to paddy crops, but there are also ,orne
adjustments in areas or tabi crops. The principle shifts are increased HYV Bom and
declining B. Aus (and sometimes Rabi crops), increased T, aman and declining Il Aman,
Increased T. Aman and declining B. Aus and increased HYV T. Aman and declining
local T. Arnan, Cropping intensities barely increase and may even decrease with project
Incremental HYV T. Aman cultivation for example, generally replace~ another paddy
crop (local T. Am3n, B. Aus or B. Aman) and, if the cropping pattern HYV Roro-HYV
T, Arnan replaces rabi-B. Aus-Iocal T. Arnan, cropping inten,lties decline (Mall

Macdonald Inti, 1992).

Over the last quarter of a century of post-Rangladesh years, cropping patterns tilted
towards high yielding variety (HYV) of crops both in Kharif and Rabi season. Crop
diversification has been taking plaee in the Rabi seawn. Growth, of HYV all, and wheat
areas have been diminishing since the decade nfthc eighties. Local varieties of rices have
been declining and got negative cropping pattern change,>incilidingjute, barley, mustard
and chilli throughout the "hole period of 1971171-1993/94. It was observed that real
output price change and cropping pattern changes had lillIe relationship_ ]mprovcd
technology of productinn (,eed-fertilizer-Irrigation technology) had rather influenced
cropping patlem changes (Alam and Abedin, 1996).

Thc Early implementation Projects (EIP) have been succe,sful In rai,ing agricultural
prOdliCtion.The increase in agricultural production has been about 35 percent on average.
There were no significant changes in (he cropping patterns of the project area. Ficld
rcsearch data recorded a 10 percent increase dlle (0 donbJc cropping. Cropping inten:.il)'
increased from 115 to 125 pereent in 1998, but is still lower than the district average

which is 147 perccnt (Datta, ]999).

II is observed that cropping pattern and cropping illten,ily have been changed remarkably
in the irrigated area ofT""sta Barrage Project. Fanners have slarled to gro'" HYV Arnan
rice and at lea:.ltwo crops are grown in the irrigated area. The irrigation coverage in the

Kharif-11season 01'2002 ",as 61,044 ha in the Tee:.la Barrage Project area (lWM, 2003).
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R~cenlly completed Command Area Development Project (CAUP) of Bangladesh Water
De~e1()pmcnt Board (FlWDB) covering 24,854 ha under irrigation, noted that cropping
intensity has increased by 25% in Pahoa Irrigation and Rural Development Project
(PIRDP) and 27% in Meglma-Dhonagoda Irrigation Pmjecl (MDlP) during 2001-02. Net
mcremental food production is 94,353 melric tons, During Kharil~ll, ricc production
increased by about 51% over the pre-CADP situation. Income-pover!y has reduced by
increasing agricultural income simply tv,'ice than before CAUP (Mondal and Saleh,

2003).
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Chapter Three
Methodology

3.1Introduction

The study has mainly been performed b}' using secondary dalu. To do thi> ,>Iudy,it ha>
been tried to find out two such regions where irrigation has been started earlier, has a
comparatively longer record of data and is being expanded progressively. After going
through the database of irrigation coverage provided by Agricultural Statistics Year Book
of Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics (BBS), greater Rangpur and greater Dinajpur were
selected as the study area. As a control area, Putuakhali with very little irrigation

development was also selected.

3.2 Description of the Study Area

3.2.1 Location and Area

The study area, divided into two suh-areas or Greater Rangpur and Grealer Dinajpur.
Greater Dinajpur comprises of three districts namely Panchagarh, Thakurgaon and
Dinajpur. This area lies approximately between latitudes 26°63' and 25°22' Nand
longitudes 88°08' and 89G30' cast. This area is covered by Indian border from the
northern and western side and by the districts of greater Rangpur from Eastern and
Southern ,ide. Only a small portion of the southern border oflhis study area is delineated
\\.ith Joypurhat Distrlct of Grealer Bogra. The Panehagarh, Thakurgaon and Dinajpur
occupy gros,>areas of 140,500 ha. 180,900 ha and 343,800 ha respe~tively.

Gre<ller Rangpur comprises of live districts such as Rangpur, Lalmonirhat, Kurigram,
Nilphamari and Gaibandha. This part of the study area lies approximately between
latitudes 26°27" and 250 N and longitudes 88°50' and 89°52' E. This area is bounded by
Indian border in the North. grealer Dinajpur in the west, Jamalpur in the East and Greater
Bogra in the southern side. Total area of the districts Rangpur, Nilphamari, Kurigram,
Lalmonirhat and Gaibandha is 230,800 ha, 164,100 ha, 229,600 ha, 124,200 ha and

217,900 ha respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Map of Inc L",;:alioll oflhc Study arcn HildControl Areu
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The control area. Greater Patuakhali District comprises of three distrids namely
PalUakhali, Pirozpur aml Barguna It lies approximately bet\~een latitudes 2104i and
nOS31N and longitudes 89Gsi and 90"38' E. This area is bounded by Barisal district on
th~ north, the Bay of I3engal on the south, Bhola and Jhalokathi district on the east,
Uagerhal district on the west. Total area of the districts Patuakhali, Pirojpur and Ilarguna

is 320,458 ha, 130,761 ha and 183131 ha respectively.

3.2.2 Climate

As Greater Rangpur and Greater Dinajpur are two adjacent greater districts, so there is no
basic difference in climate of these two areas. The area experiences a tropical climate
characterized by a very humid, "et south-we~! mOnsoon lrom June to November. This
accounts for some 85% of the annual rainfall. During the period December to Maya cool,
dry north-cast monsoon blo,",s t'rom central Asia bringing, initially, the lowest
temperatures and humidities and, la!er on, con~eetionaJ storms. In general terms the
nllT!hern location ot'the study area is characterized by colder winter, and hotter summers

relative to the rest ofRangladesh.

The average maximum !emperature of Dinajpur is 29.73oC and average mmlmum
tempenlture is 19.50GC. Average mean temperaturc of this station is 24.61°C. Annual
precipitation and annual average relative humidity of this station is 1928 mm and 74.70%
day respectively. 93% of the annual rainfall occurs in Monsoon and the Boro season gets
only 5% of the annual rainfall. Potential evapo-transpiratlon is 1276 mm annually as

well, (CIMMY"J, 2003)

In Rangpur, the average maximum lemperature is 29.35~C and average minimum
temperature is 19.54"C. The average mean temperature of thi> station is 24.4S"C.
Average relative humidity and annual potential evapo-transpiratioll of Rang pur is 78.33%
day and 1258 mm respectively. Annual precipitation of Rangpur is 2112 mm as well
which occurs mostly in Monsoon (92.67%) and vcry little rainfall (6.26%) during Boro

seaS(}fi.(CIMMYT, 2003)

In Patuakhall, the averagc maximum temperature is 30.290e and average minimum
temperature is 21.77"C. The average mean temperarure of this station Is 26.030C.
Average rela!ive humidity and annual potential evapo-transpiration of Pu!uakhali is 82%
day and 1269 mm respectively. Annual precipitation ofPalUakhali i~ 2442 mm uSwell.
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85% of the annual rainfall occurs in Monsoon and the Born season gets only 8% of the
annual rainfall. (C1MMYT, 2003)

3.2.3 Soil Type

A >recial lype of soil \\.hich is found only in Greater Dinajpur district i,known as Black
Terai Soils. It I, very dark grey to black sandy loarns to clay loams. Top 50ils are slrongly
to vcry strongly acidic but the suh-soils are slightly acidic in reaclion. Some other soil
types are predominantly present in greater Dinajpur s\lch as Non-calcareous Dark Grey
floodplain soils, Non-Calcareous Grey Floodplain Soils and Non-Calcareous Brown
noodplain Soils. Non-Calcareous Alluvium i; present in Dinajpur and Panchagarh
distrid,>. Deep Red-brown Terrace Soils, Brown Mottled Terrace Soils, Shallow Grey
Terrace Soils and Deep grey Terrace Soils are predominantly present only in Dinajpur

Vistriet. (BARe, 2005)

'I he greater Rangpur is dominated with the soil type of Non-Cakareolls Alluvium, Non-
Calcareous Grey Floodplain Soils and Non-Calcareous Brown Floodplain Soils. Non-
Calcareous Dark Grey floodplain Soils is also presently in all districts or Greater Rangpur
but only in Lalmonirhat. Deep red hrown lerraee soils, Brown Mottled rerrace Soils,
Shallow Grey Terrace Soils and Deep Grey Terrace Soils is predominantly prescnt only
in Rangpur and Gaibandha districts of Greater Rangpur, (BARC, 2005)

The gremer Patuakhali contains the soli type of Ganges Tidal Floodplain and Young
Meghna Estuarine floodplain. The Ganges Tidal Floodplain Is characterized \\'ith the
grcy, slightly calcareous, heavy soils on river hanks and grey to dark grey, non-
~alcareolls, heavy silty clays in the extensive basins, Non-calcareous grey floodplain soil
is the major component of general soil types. Acid sulphate soils also occupy signifieanl
part of the area where it is cxtremely acidic during dry scason, !n general, most of the
lOp-soils are acidic and sub-soils are neutral to mildly alkaline. Young Meghna Estuarine
Floodplain occupies young alluvial land in and adjoining the Meghna estuary. The major
soils are grey to olive, deep, calcareous silt loan and silty clay loams. Calcareous
alluvium and non-calcarcous grey floodplain soils are the dominant gcneral soil types.

(BARe, 2005)
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3.2.4 Agriculture

The climate ,md soils of this area are favorable for plant growth and a wide range of
crops is cultivated. Net cultivated area in greater Dinajpur is 464,913 ha, which is 70% of
the [otal area ofthi, region. Among the nel cultivated area 11,74% 1, single cropped,
64.71% is double cropped and the reSl 23.55% is tripled cropped land. Cropping intensity

of Dinajpur is 212.74% (DAE, 2006).

In greater Rangpur, the tolal arca is 966600 ha and net cultivated area is 713,209 ha, it
comprises 73.78% of the total area. Among the net cultivated area 8.97% is single
cropped, 64,61% is doubled cropped and 26.42% is triple cropped land. Cropping

intensity of greater Rangpur Is 211.5% (DAE, 2006).

In the grealer Patuakhali, the total area is 475,582 ha and net cultivated area is 325,524 ha
which comprises of 68.45% of the tolal land. Single cropped, double cropped and triple
cropped area of greater Patuakhali is 26.05%, 51.3% and 22.65% of the-net cultivated
area respectively. Cropping intensity ofPaluakhali is 194.6% (DAE, 2006).

The high rainfall and floods occurring from April to September creale condition~ ideal
for growing rice. the staple food. There are three rice seasons, the Aus and the Aman
occurrIng in the early and late kharif which broadly correspond to the t1rst and second
halves or [he wet season, and the Bora which occurs in the rabi or dry winter season.
Within the study area topography and soil type arc the main facto" governinig a farmer's
choice of which crop to grow. On the permeable ridge soils rice i~ not an ideal crop and
farmers are effectively limited 10a late planted Aus or early Arnan; on [he less peTIlleahle
medium highland and lowland soils it may be possible to obtain both an Aus and Aman
crop in the same year. Bora is grown exlensively nowadays with [he help of irrig31ion.
Wheat is also being cuHiv31cd but in a decreasing pace. Maize has started to be cultivated
in the study area and very recently it is overtaking wheat, sugarcane and other winter
crops very rapidly. All other erops occupy relatively small areas but some, tobacco for

examplc, are important 10c-aUy.
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3.3 Data Collection

3.3.1 SCl.'ondnry Data
The study has been mainly conducte'" by sccommry data. Various data have been
c{}l1ectcd from difTercnt publications and reports of different organi7.at;oll. Name of the

organization from where the secondary data have been collected and type of data are

given below:

Irrigation Data
Region-wise data of irrigated area from 1969 10 2006 have been collected from

different books and reports. The "Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics 01'
Bangladesh" of different years by BBS has provided the majority of data on

irrig"Uon coverage. Few data on irrigated area have also been collected ti-om the

National Minor Irrigation Census ofDepartmcm of Agriculture Extension (DAF.).

Survey reports on Irrigation Equipment and Irrigated Area by Bangladesh
Agricultural Development Corporation have also provided some data of the recent

years.

Climatic Dala
Thc study required a huge amount of data on different parameters of the climate,

both for the study area and control area. 11required daily basis data on maximum,

minimum and average temperature, rc1ative humidity, evaporation of those three

regions since the earliest available year (1949) until the Imest available year

(2007). lhe required climatic data have been collected for Rangpur, Dinajpur and

Patuakhali stations from the Bangladesh Meteorological Department (BMO),

Dhaka, and from Bangladesh Water Development Board (RWDB). However, for

some climatic parameters In some stations data were available either from 1960,

1980atld 1986.

Soil Fertility Data
Soil fertility data like lotal nitrogen content, total carbon content, pH,

exchangeable potassium and exchangeable phosphorns data 01. 1968 and 1995 of

different sample sites of the ;ludy area have been collected from the "Integrated

5011 Fertility and Fertilizer Management Project (SFFP Phase-Ill'. of Department

of Agriculture Extension (DAE).
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3.3.2 Primary Data
In order to corroborate the finding, from the analyses oflhe secondary data, three Focus
Group Discussions (FGD) were conducted in the ,tlIdy area. These focus group
di,cussions (FGD) have been conducted in Dinajpur, Thakurgaon, and Nilphamari. The
FGDs were conducted during July"September, 2007. In each FGD, the lotal number of
participants was ten to fifteen. Purposively, these FGD were conducted with the local
elderly larmers to know their perception about the impact of progressive irrigmion
development on soil fertility, land use, cropping pattern and practices.

Table 3.1: Data collection

Data Required Collected From

Secondary Data

Irrig31ion Datu BBS year book, NMIC report of
DAE, Survey report of BADe

Climatic Data HMO, BWDB, CLASle project
oflWFM, BUET

Soil fertilily Data SFfP project ofDAE

Primary Data FGDs

3.4 Data Analysis

Alter collecting and preparing the data, analysis has been carried out. During data
analysis statislical trend analysis, regression and correlation analysis and significance test

have been pcrformed.

Analysis oflrrigation Data
First year-wise irrigation data of the study area greater Rangpur and greater Dinajpur and
that of the eontrol area, Patuakhali have been plotted to sec the trend of increment of

irrigation coverage area in those area over the years.

Analysis of climatic data
Tell day average data of each climatic parameter of each station has been ploHed against
the year,. Each climatic parameler, for instance maximum temperature. of each station
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has 3 ten day average data in every month, so in total 12 deeadal data in a year for four
months of irrigation period, January to ApriL Maximum temperature of January first
decade for every year of a station has been plotted to sec the trend of change in the
maximum temperature of January first decade of that station. file same thing has also
b~en applied for other stations. Subsequently the maximum temperalure of the second
decade of January for each smlion has been plotted. Data of other climatic paramelers
like minimum temperature, average temperature, evaporation data and relative humidity

has also been analyzed in the ,arne way.

Correlation between irrigation data and dimatic data
The dccadaJ data of a climatic parameter, for instance maximum temperature of January
firsl decade, of a station has been plotted with the data of irrigation coverage area of the
respective region and the correlation coet1leient has been eaJculateci from the graph to
know the correlation between irrigation development anci the change of that climatic
parameter i.e. the impact of irrigation devclopment on the change of the dimmie
parameter, This analysis has been performed for each ~tation. "lhe same correlation
analysis has been performed for each decadal data of every climatic parameter of all
stations with the data of irrigmion coverage area of the respective region.

Correlation betwL-en irrigation data and soil fertility data
Soil fertility data of the study area during the year of 1967 and 1995, has been oollecteci
and tabulateci to find out the comparison between the two periods of before irrigation and
after irrigation. Later on it has been tried to discuss the reaSOnbehind the changes that
took place in the wll samples of two period,.

Significance test
The significance tests of correlation coefficient, trend analysis and regression analysis of
all the parameters with respect to year and irrigated area have been performed.
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Chapter Four
Results and Discussion

4.1 Development of Irrigation Coverage

Il is necessary to look at the trend of irrigation development in the study area and in the
Gtlnlrol1edarea as well to assess the impact of any irrigation development. The following
three figures show the trend-line of irrigation coverage area in the study area, Rangpur
and Dinajpur, and in the controlled area, Patuakhali since 1969 untiI200? It is necessary
to mention that the irrigation coverage area refers to the area irrigated by different modes

ofirrigatlon.

The Figure 4.1 shows that irrigation coverage area in Rangpur region was 60,850 ha in
1969, which is 8.5% of the lola! cultivable land in Rangpur, and it was increasing at a
"lower pace until 1978 (70,296 ha). Since 1978, the rate of increment of irrigation
coverage got a very faster pace and consequently the figure turned up to 470,813 ha in
2006 which is 65.5% of the tOlal cultivable area. So, on an average, the fute of increment
of the irrigated area per annum was more than 1.5%.
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Figure 4.1. Year-wise increase in irrigated area by all different methods in Rangpur.

The progress of irrigation coverage of Dinajpur region (Figure 4.2) shows that the
irrigated area in Dinajpur in 1969 was 39,312 ha, which was about 7.2% of the total
cultivable area. II increascd progressively over the years and in 2006 it became 391,573
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ha which was 72% of the lOlal cultivable area. It implies that irrigation cuverage
increa8ed at a pace which was near about 2% per annum. From this graph it is also visible
that this increment took place in tW() consecutive phases. Before 1985, the nile of
increment was much slower (0.5'% per annum) than that of the later phase (3.3% per
annum),
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Figure 4.2. Year-wise increase in irrigated area by all dilTerent methods in Dinajpur.

In Paluakhali dislrict. irrigation started very late compared to Rangpur and Dinajpur,
From figure 4.3 it can be seen that it started only in 1986 and then irrigation coverage
area was 14310 ha which was about 1.7% of the total cuhivablc area. From then on the
irrigated area was more or less same over the years except in 1988. In the year 1999, the
irrigation coverage area was 22,000 ha which comprise of 2.6% of the total cultivable
land and in the year 2006 the irrigated area again went down to 5,639 ha which i, less
than 1%of the total cultivable land. So, compared to Rangpur and Dinajpur, very little of
Patuakhali Is under irrigation-coverage.
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Figure 4.3. Year-wise increase in irrigated area by all different methods in P31uakhali.

4.2 Effect oflrrigation Development 00 Climatic Parameters

In order to study the effect of increase in irrigation coverage on temperature, the
irrigation coverage was plotted again>l decadal maximum tempen.tllre and minimum

temperature.

4.2.1 Effect of irrigation on Maximum Temperature

To assess the impact of irrigation development, the maximum temperature data has been
plotted since 1969. The maximum tempemture data before 1969 were also ploued 10find
out the normal trend line of maximum temperature without the effect of irrigation
development as the irrigation development has been started progressively since 1970,
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the trend line of maximum temperature for the first decade of
January until 1969 and after 1969 (i.e., before and after irrigation development in

Rangpur).

Figure 4.4 shows that the maximum temperature of Rangpur for the nrst decade of
January was increasing at a rate of 0.44oC per decade before the introduction of ground
water irrigation. Figure 4.5 shows that since 1969 (Le., after irrigation development) the
maximum temperature was decreasing at a rate ofO.598"C per decade.
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Figure 4.4. Trend line of maximum lemperature for 1" decade of January of Rangpur before
irrigation development.
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Figure 4.5. Trend line of maximum temperature for 1" decade of Januury of Rangpur after
irrigation development.

From the above two figures, it call be c(mc1uded that the progressive irrigation
development had a definite cooling effect on the environment as the maximum
temperature decreased from a rate of 0.44QC per decade before the development of
irrigation to _O.6oC per decade after the development ofirrigalion,

Figure 4.6 shows the trend line of maximum temperature of Dinajpur before irrigation
development for the first decade of January. The trend line shows that the maximum
temperature was decreasing at a rate of 0,48oC JX'r decade till 1968 (before the

development of irrigation).
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Figure 4.6. Trend line of maximum tcmperatwe for 1" decade of January of Dinajpur hefore
irrigdtion development.

figure 4.7 shows the trend line of maximum temperature ,inee 1969 (Le., after irrigation
development). The trend line shows (hal the maximum temperature is decreasing at a rate
of 1.01oC per decade afier the development of irrigation. So, like Rangpur, the incre;used
irrigation coverage had a cooling effect on the environment and the maximum
tempenlture has decreased at an increased rate in the recent years,
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figure 4,7. Trend line of maximum temperature for \" decade of January or Dinajpur after
irrigation development.
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As the temperature data of Patuakhali station is available since 1975, so only the trend of
maximum temperature was observed after the development of irrigation (Figure 4.8). In
this period of time, the maximum temperature has decreased at a rate of O.277oC per

decade.
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Figure 4.8.Trend line of maximumtemperature for 1" decade of January of Patuakhali.

Although maximum temperature is declining at a1l1he three stations, the rate of decline is
much higher in Rangpur and Dinajpur compared to Patuakhali. The higher declining rale
in Rangpur and Dinajpur may be attributed to the increased irrigation coverage in

Rangpur and Dinajpur.

Progre,sive development of irrigated area was plotted against maximum temperature in
order to study the correlation betwccn the two, In Rangpur region (Figure 4.9), it was
found that the maximum temperature is decreasing with the increase in irrigated area, The
slope of the trend iine shows that for everyone lakh ha of increased irrigated area the
maximum temperaturc of that region i, decreased by 0.3°c. But the correlation between
them is very insignificant (t - -0.84452).
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Figure 4.9. Correlation between maximum temperature of I" decade of January and irrigated area

of Rang pur.

Similarly, lor Dinajpur (Figure 4.10), it has been found that for everyone lakh ha of
progressive irrigation development, the maximum temperature is reduced by O.8DCand
the correlation between these two is insignificant (I= -1.68965) .
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Figure 4.10. Correlation beD/ieen maximwn temperature of [" decade of January and irrigated
area of Dilllijpur.
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Figure 4.11 shows the correlation between maximum temperature of Patuakhali and the
irrigated area of the region. From the figure, it can be seen that for every additional len
thou!>and ha of irrigation d~velopment, the maximum lemperature has decreased by

O.gUe,Bullhe correlation between these two is vcry insignificant (t = -0.4512).
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figure 4,11. Correlation het",een maximum temperature of 1" decade of January and irrigated
area of Patuakhali.

Similar trend line and correlation analysis of maximum temperature with irrigated urea of
the three ,lalions, Rangpur, I)inajpur and Patuakhali, have been performed for rest of the
decades of January, February, Mareh and April. The slopes of the trend lines of
maximum temperature, ",hich indicate the rate of ehange of maximum temperature over

the years, are shown in the Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1; Rate of maximum temperature change over the years in Rangpur, Dinajpur
and PatuakhaJi.

Name of the Ran!,,,pur Dinajpur Paluakhali
Decade

( C/annum) Sib'1lificancc C/annurn Significance Clannum Significance

January j" -0.0598 •• -0.1011 •• 0.0277 No<
Decade
January 2" -0.0618 •• -0.0607 •• 0.0071 No<
Decade
January 3 -0.0384 • -0.0207 • 0.0029 Not
Decade
February j" -0.0156 Not .0.0208 No< 0.0566 N.,
Decade
February 2' -0.0217 No< -0.0245 No' 0.0355 No]
Decade
February 3' -0.0409 •• -0.0495 •• 0.0456 No<
Decade
March ]" -0.0172 No] -0.0468 •• 0.0323 No]
sDecadc
March 2' 0.0504 •• -0.0477 • 0.035 ••
Decade
March "' -0.0394 • -0.0238 No] 0.011 No],
Decade
April ]" -0.1032 •• ~(data ~~ 0.0216 No]
Decade ,,'

available'
April 2" -0.0699 •• -0.0205 No< 0,0538 ' ••
Decade
April 3 -0.1027 •• -0.0292 No] 0.0585 No<
Decade
Nil, H means ,ignificanl at 95% confidence level, • means significant at 90% confidence !eye!,
'No( means not significant at 95% confidence level. Negative sign means that the maximum
temperalure is decreasing.

The coefficient of correlation analysis between maximum temperature of Rangpur,

Dinajpur and Pataukhali and the irrigated area of the respective area are sho"n in the

Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Correlation of maximum temperature "ith the Irrigated area in Rangpur,
Dinajpur and Patuakhali.

Name ofthe fumgp~ Dinajpur Patuakhali
Decade , Significance R Significance , Significnnce
January ," 0.0267 No< 0.1378 N,' 0.0182 Not
Decade
January 2" 0.092 •• 0.1319 Not 0.4599 ••
Decade
January 3' 0.0073 No! 4£-05 No' 0.0003 No'
Decade
February I" 0.0223 No! 0.001 N,' 0.1993 No'
Decade
February 2" 0.0338 No' 0.078 No' 0.0225 No!
Decade
February 3 0.0218 No! 0.0186 No! 0.0204 No!
Decade
March 1" 0.0152 Nut 0.014 No! 0.0003 Nut
Decade
March 2" 0.0225 No! 0.0008 No! 0.112 No!
Decade
March 3 0.0276 No' 0.0014 No! 0.0395 N"
Decade
April I' De<:ade 0.1085 •• (Data not --- 0.1051 Not

availabk)
April 2" 0.0105 No! 0.0209 No! 0.0593 No!
Decadc
A ril3 Decade 0.0786 No! 0.0004 No! 0.0106 No!
NB: ** means Slgmficantat 95% confidence Icvel, • means SIgnIficantat 90% confidence level,
-Not' meansnot signit1cantat 95% confidence level.

from the "lable 4.1, it can be seen that the trend line of maximum temperature of all
twelve decades of the irrigation period in Rangpur shows clearly a declining trend. In
Rangpur, the rate of maximum temperature reduction of different decadcs over the years
ranges from 0.0156 degree Celsius per year to 0.1032 degree Cel,ius per year. The lowest
rate of reduction occurred in I,Ldecade of february and the highest one uccurred in I"
decade of April.

To find out the average rate of decrease In maximum temperature over the years in
Rangpur during irrigation period, the average annual maximum temperature has been
calculated by averaging the maximum temperatures of February, March and April and
plotted against the respective year. The data of January have been omittcd purposively to
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consider the irrigation period when irrigation lakes place in full s"ing. The graph (Figure
4.12) shows that the annual average of maximum temperature is decreasing at a rate of
O.049SGC per year, i.e., only over ten years of time period the maximum temperature of
Rangpur during irrigation time has decreased by about O.s°C on an average.
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Figure 4.12. Trend-line of annual average of maximum temperalure in Rangpur.

The trend line of maximum temperature ofDinajpur of all the twelve decades also shows
declining rate (Table 4.1). Here in Dinajpur. the rate of reduction ranges from 0,0205
degree Celsius per annum to 0,10 II degree Celsius per annum. The lowest rate occurred
in 2'" decade of Apri! and the highest rate occurred in 1" decade of January. To find out
the average rate of maximum temperature change over the years in Dinajpur during
irrigation period, a similar trend Hne has been drawn with the annual average data of
maximum temperature of Oinajpur district. Here also the annual average has been
calculated by averaging the data of three months, February to April. The trend line has

been shov\1l in Figure 4.13,

The trend-line of Figure 4.13 sho\\'s that the annual average of maximum temperature of
Din~ipur is decreasing at a rate of O.04590C per year, That means the maximum
temperaillfe ofDinajpur has decreased by 0.46"C over ten years oftime.
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Figure 4.13. Trend-line oreooual average of maximum temperature In Dinajpl.lr.

"lhe trend line of maximum temperature of Patl1llkhali of all the twelve decades shows
increasing rates except for the 1" decade of January. The rate of Increment ranges from
0.0029 degree Celsius per year to 0.0585 degree Celsius per year. The lowest rate of
increment occurred in January 3m decade and the highest rate of increment occurred in
April 3'" decade. In the 1st decade or January, the maximum temperature is decreasing
over the year, at a rate of 0.0277 degree Celsius.

From the preceding analysis, it can be seen that irrigation has developed with the years in
Rangpur and in Dinajpur but in Patilllkhali it has remained the SlIme over the years.
lrrigation development means more agrarian area is covered with standing watcr during
dry period which used to remain dry before irrigation development at the same lime of
the year. This irrigated area is a source for potential evapo-Iranspiration. More irrigated
area means morc evapo-Iranspiration. While the water from irrigated area is evaporated,
it is transfonned from water to water vapor. Water vapor is an important element in
climate changc because it exists in many forms and transformation from one !"orm10
another exchanges a large amount of heat energy (iPCC, 200 I). To transfonn water into
water vapor during evapotranspiration in the day time, it requires a lot of latent heat and
lhis latent heal is collected from lhe neighboring air. As the neighboring air provides
latent heat to the transformation process so ultimately it looses its heat cncrgy and the air
temperalure occomes lower. All these take place during day time and lhe maximum
temperature is also recorded during daytime, so ultimately this process affects lhe
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maximum lemperatl.lfe. As a result, the maximum temperature is decreu~ed in the area
where irrigation is practiced widely. The decrease in maximum temperature tn:nd line of
Rangpur am! Dinajpur of both IO-day average and annual average proves this statement.
On the other hand, as the irrigated area in Patuakhali has remained same over the years,
~o the maximum temperature is increasi~g (lver the years except the I" decade of January

in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 shows that the yearly decrease of maximum temperature is significant for most
of the decades at Rangpur and Dinajpur. But at Patuakhali, the yearly increase is not
significant a! ten out of twelve decades. Table 4.2 shows that the correlation coefficients
"rmaximum temperature wilh irrigated area are not significant at Rangpur, Dinajpur and
Patuakhali. The analysis of climatic parameters of Dhaka, Jessore, 80gra and Chlllldpur
performed by Nasrin (2008) has revealed that maximum temperature has increasIng
trends of 0.2Ge, 0.2oe and O.loe per decade for Dhaka, Jessore and Chandpur,
respectively. 80gra has decreasing trend ofO.2"e. 80gra has similarity with Rangpllr and
Dinajpur in terms of irrigation development and gcographieallocation. So the decreasing
trend of maximum temperature in 80gra is consistent with the findings of the present

study.

4.2.2 Effect oflrrigation on Minimum Temperature:

To assess the impact of irrigation development, the year-wise minimum temperature data
of ten day average of the month January, february, Mareh llIld April have been plotted
since 1969, The minimum temperature data before 1969 were also plotted to find out the
trend line of minimum temperature without the effect of irrigation as the irrigation
development started since 1970.

Figure 4.14 shows the trend line of minimum temperature for the first decade of January
until 1969 (i.e., before irrigation development in Rangpur). Figure 4.14 shows that the
minimum temperature of Rangpur for the first decade of January was decreasing at a rate
of I.noc per decade before the introduction of irrigation.
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Figure 4.14. Trend-line of minimum temperature for 1" decade of January of Rangpur
before irrigation development.

Figure 4.15 shows the trend line of minimum temperature for the first decade of January
since 1969 (i.e., after irrigation development in Rangpur). Figure 4.15 shows that the
minimum temperature of Rangpur for the first decade of Janllary after irrigation

development was increasing at a rate of 0.593 °c per decade.
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Figure 4.15. Trend-line of minimum temperature for 1,! decade of JllllU<lry of Rangpur

afler irrigation development. _

From the above two figures, it can be concluded that the progressive irrigation

development in Ranb'Pur had a definite warming elloct on the environment as the
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minimum temperature increased from a rale of -l.77"C per decade before the
development of irrigation to O.5930C per decade alter the development of irrigation.

Figure 4.16 shows the trend line of minimum temperature of Dinajpur before irrigation
development for the first decade of January. The trend line shows that the minimum
temperature was increasing at a rll!e of I.030C per decade lill 1969 (i.e., before the

development of irrigation).
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figllTc 4.16. Trend line of minimum temperature for [st decade of January of Dinajpur
before irrigation development.

Figure 4.17 shows the trend line ofminirnum temperature since 1980 (although irrigation
development started since 1970) as the data during 1972 to 1980 were not available. The
trend line ,hows that the minimum temperature is increasing at a rate of O.OIIGCper
decade after the development of irrigation. So, the minimum temperature has increased at
a very slower rate in the recent years.
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Figure 4.17. Trend line of minimum temperature for 1" decade of January of Dinujpur

after irrigation development.

As the temperature data of patuakhali station is available since 1975, so only the trend of

minimum lemepralUrc was observed after the development or irrigation (figure 4.18). In

this period of time, the minimum temperature ha; increased at a rate of 0.023 degree

celsius per decade.
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Figure 4.18, Trend line of minimum temperature for 1" decade of January of Patuakhali,

From the above ligures, it has been found that the minimum temperature is increasing at

all the three stations after the irrigation development. The rate of increment is similar and

much slower in Dlnajpur and Patuakhall compared to Rangpur. As the rate of mInimum

temperature increment is not consistent in the study area, so it can not be concluded that

irrigation development has attributed eftkt on the minimllm temeprature change.

•
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Pmgressivc development of irrigated area was plotted against minimum temperature in
order to study the correlation between the two. In Rangpur region (Figure 4.19), it was
found that the minimum temperature is increasing with the increase in irrigated area. The
slope of the trend line shows that for everyone lac ha of increased irrigated area the
minimum temperature ofthal region is increased by O.2oC. The regression coefficient is
0.156 which indicates that the variability of minimum temperature is explained due to
change of the irrigated area by only 15.6%. From the signiJicance test it has been found
Ihullhe correlation between these two variables i, significant (I = 2.19).
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Figure 4.19. Com:lation between minimum temperature of 1" decade of Januury and

irrigated area of Rangpur.

Similarly, for Dinajpur (Figure 4.20) it has heen found that for every ten million ha of
progressive irrigation development, the minimum temperature is reduced by O.5GCand
the regression co-efficient (9E"°l) shows that the variability of minimum temperature is
not at all explained by the change in the amount of area irrigated. From the significance
lest it has been found that,the com:lation between temperature and irrigated area in

l)jnajpur Is very insignificant (t = -0.24) as well.
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Figure 4.20. Correlation between minimum temperature of 1" decade of January and
irrigated are of Dinajpur.

Figure 4.21 shows that the regression coemcicnt between minimum temperature of
Paluakhali and the irrigated area of this region is 8E-il5,which indicates that the
variability of minimum temperature is not at all explained by the variability of irrigatoo
area. It has been found from the significance test that the correlation hetween these two in
Paluakhali is very insignificant (l= -0.703). From the figure, it can be seen that for every
additional one lac ha of irrigated area expansion, the minimum temperature has decreased

by 0.\ degree Celsius.
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Figure 4.21. Correlation between minimum temperature of 1" decade of January and
irrigated arc of Patuakhali.
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Similar trend line and correlation analysis of minimum temperature of the three stations,
Rangpur, Dinajpur lind Patuakhali, have been performed for rest of the decades of
January, February, March lind April. The slopes of the trend lines of minimum
temperature, "hleh indicate the rate of change of minimum temperature over the years,

are shown in the Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: Rate of Minimum Temperature change over the years in Rangpur, Dinajpur
and Patuakhali.

Name of the Rm "' Din~ur l'atuakhali
Decade Clannum Significance Clannwn Significance C/annum Significance
January 1" 0.0434 " 0,0011 No< 0.0023 Not

Decade
January 2" 0,0179 No< -0.0025 Not -0.011 No'
Decade
January 3' 0.0132 Not 0.0022 No< -0.0166 No<
Decade
February \' 0.0394 " 0.0183 No< 0,0121 No<
Decade
February 2' 0.057 •• 0.0422 " 0.0383 Not
Decade
February 3 0.0532 •• 0.0298 No< 0,0615 ,
Decade
March \' 0.0368 •• 0,0178 No< -0.0044 No'
Decade
March 2" 0,054 " 0.0171 No< 0.0004 No<
Decade
March 3' 0.0555 •• 0.0206 No< 0.0172 No<
Decade
April r 0.0435 " 0.0162 No< -0.004 No'
Decade
April 2' 0.0227 No< 0.0022 No< 0.034 No<
Decade
April 3' 0.0064 No' 0.0011 Nul 0.0012 No'
Decade
NB, •• means significant at 95% confidence level, • meanSsigniticant at 90% confidence level.
'Not' means not significant at 95% contldence level. Negative sib'llmean, that the maximum
temperature is decreasing.

The cnrrclation between minimum temperature and the irrigated area of the three stalinns

have been analyzed and are shown in the Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Correlation between minimum temperature and irrigated area In Rangpur,
Dinajpur aml Patuakhali.

NI:I:•• mean, "gmficalll at 95% confidence level, * mOanSSlgmficantat 90% confidence level,
'Not' means not significanl at 95% confiden"" level.

~ameofthe Rangpur Dinajpur Paluakhali
Decade

R Significance R Signiflc.nce R Significance

January r' 0.156 " 9E-05 No< 8E-05 No<
Decade
January 2" 0.0001 Not 0.0272 No< 0.2821 No<
Decade
January 3 0,0023 No< 0.0051 Not 0.0264 No<
Decade
February 1" 0.124 " 0.0709 No< 0.0125 N,,'
Decade
February '" 0.1787 " 0,0612 No< 0.0029 No<
Decade
February 3 0.157 " 0.006 No< 0,0612 No<
Decade
March 1" 0.1475 •• 0.0378 No< 0.0559 No<
Decade
March 2" 0.1894 •• 0.0014 No' 0,0548 No'
Decade
March 3' 0.1475 " 0,0022 No< 0.0438 Nol
Decade
A ri I 1" Decade 0.1122 •• 0.0017 No' 0.0041 No<
April 2 0.1824 •• 0.043 Not 0,0191 No<
Decade
April 3' Decade 0.0875 No' 0,0409 No' 0.0002 Nol

From the table above it ean be seen that the trend line of minimum temperature of all
twelve decades of the irrigation period in Rangpur shows clearly an increasing trend. In
Rangpur, the rate of increase of minimum temperarnrc of different decades ranges ITom
O.0064"C to O.057oC per year. The lowest rate of increment oceurred in 3,d decade of
April and the highest one occurred in 2nddecade of February.

To find out the average rate of increase in minimum temperature over lhe years in
Rangpur during the irrigation period, the average annual minimum temperature has been
calculated hy averaging the minimum temperature of February, March and April and
plotted against the respective year (Figure 4.22). The temperature data of January have
been omitted purposively to consider the period when irrigation takes place in full swing.
The figure shows that the annual average of minimum temperature is increasing at a rate
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ofO.04890C per annum, i.e., only over ten years of time period the minimum temperature
of Rangpur during irrigation time has increased by about O.SGCon an average.
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Figure 4.22. Trend-line ofannua[ average of Minimum Temperature in Rangpur.

The trend line of minimum temperature of Dinajpur of all the twelve decades also show>
increasing trend except the trend line of January 2nddecade where the rate of minimum
temperature ~hows declining trend. Among the other eleven decades the r"le ofincrcment
ranges from 0.001 1°C per annum 10O.0422oCper annum. The lowest rale occurred ill 1"
decade 01'January and 3<ddecade of April and the highest rate of temperature increment

occurred in 2"" decade of February.

To find oulthe average rate of minimum temperature changes over the years in Dinajpur
during irrigation period, a similar trend line like Rangpur has been drawn with the annual
average data "r minimum temperature. Here also the annual average has been calculated
by averaging the data of three monlhs, February, March and April. The trend line has

been >;hownin Figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23. Trend-line of annual average of Minimum Temperature in Dinajpur.

ligure 4.23 shows that the annual average of minimum temperature of Dinajpur IS
increasing at a rate or O.0272oC per year, which indicates that the minimum temperdlure

ofDinajpur has increased by 0.27oC over len years period of time.

The trend-line of minimum temperature of Patuakhali of all twelve decades show~ both
increasing and decreasing rates. Among the twelve decades, the minimum temperature in
Patuakhali decreased in four decades and increased in the rest eight decades. The
minimum temperature decreased in second and third decade of Jalluary, 1st decade or
March and in 1stdecade of April. As very little of PalUakhali is irrigated, the minimum

temperature does no show any trend.

]t has been analyzed and discussed earlier that irrigation has developed with the years in
Rangpur and in Dinajpur but in PalUakhali it has neariy remained the same over the years.
Irrigation deveiopment means more agrarian area is covered with standing water during
dry period whieh used to remain dry before irrigation development at the same time of
the year. When solar radiation strikes dry land, the energy is absorbed in a thin iayer that
heats reiatively rapidly. Likewise, it readily gives up its heat to the atmosphere. When
radiant energy is absorbed by land, most of the net radiation is used for sensible heat
transfer or ground heat transfer, only small amounts are used for latent heat transfer. As
sensible heat tramler Into the air is the dominant heat transfer, air temperatures increase
over the land. Over water, much of the nel radiation is used for evaporation. With little

energy used for sensible heat transfer, air over waler remains cooler than that over land.
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Moreover, [he specific heat of water is higher than that of land. Specific hem is the
amount of energy required to raise the temperature of one gmm of substance through one
degree Celsius. Water has a specific heat that is five times greater Ihan land. This means
that it lakes five times more energy to heat one gram of water than one gram of land. So
if adjacent land and waler receive the same amount of heat, the water will wann much
slower than land, and give up its heat much more slowly than land (Ritter, 2006). As
water gives up its heat much more slowly than land so during night time the land cover
with dry land gives up its heat quickly and become cool but the land cover with standing
water still hold up the heat und become slowly cooler at night. Thus, the average night
time temperature i.e., minimum temperature over the standing water covered land is
higher than that of dry land. This indicates that shifting a land cover from dry land to
irrigated land increases the niinimum temperature of that area. Increment of irrigated area
over the years in an area also increases the minimum temperature of that area over the
years. The increase in minimum temperature trend Ene of Rang pur and Dinajpur of both

10-day average and annual average proved this assertion.

rable 4.3 shnws that the yearly increase of minimum temperature is significant for most
of the decades at Rangpur. ,But at Dinajpur and Patuakhali, the yearly increase IS not
significant at eleven out of twelve decades. Tahle 4.4 shows that the correlmion
coefficients of minimum temperature with irrigated area are significant at Rangpur, but
not ,ignificant at Dinajpur and Patuakhali. Long-term trend analysis by using data of all
stations of Bangladesh from 1948 to 2007 by lWfM (2008) also shows that the minimum
temperature is increasing over the years in all twelve months. The analysis of climatic
parameters of Dhaka, Jessore, Bogra and Chandpur performed by Nasrin (2008) has
revealed that minimum temperature has increasing trends of 0.60C, O.2~C, O.2°e and
O.loe per decade for Dhaka, Jessore, Chandpur and 8ogra, re,peetively. So the findings
of other studies related to minimum temperature are consistent With the finding, of the

present study.

4.2.3 Rffect of irrigation on Relath'c Humidity

To assess the impact of irrigation devdopment, the relative humidity data has been
plotted since 1969. The rdative humidity data berore 1969 'Werealso plotted to lind out
the normal trend line of relative humidity without the effect of Irrigation development as
the irrigation development has been started progressively since 1970. figures 4.24 and
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4.25 show the trend line of relative humidity tor the first decade of January until 1969
and after 1969 (i.e., before and after irrigation development in Rangpur).

Figure 4.24 show> that the relative humidity of Rangpur for the first decade of January
was decreasing at a rate of 3.95% per dCell"'e before the introduction of ground water
irrigation. Figure 4.25 sho", that since ]969 (Le., after irrigation development) the
relative humidity was decreasing at a rate of 0.46% pcr decade.
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Figure4.24. Trend line ofrclative humidity for \" decade of January ofRangpur before irrigation
development
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Figure 4.25. Trend line of relative humidity for I" decade of January of Rangpur after irrigation
development.

From the above two figures, it can be concludcd that the progressive irrigation
development had a definite humid e!Tect on the environment as the relative humidity
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innea<;ed Irom a rate of -3.95% per decade before the development of irrigation to
-0.46% per decade after the development of irrigation i.e., the relative humidity is
decreasing at a much slower rate during the period 'of after irrigation development
compared to that ofbernre irrigation development.

Figure 4.26 shows the trend line of relative humidity of Dinajpl.lr before irrigation
development for the first decade of January. The trend linc shows that the relative
humidity was increasing at a rate of 2.31% per decade till 1968 (betoro the development

of irrigation).
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Figure 4.26. Trend line of relative humidity for 1~ decade of January of Dinajpur before
irrigation development.

Figure 4.27 shows the trend line of relative humidity since 1969 (i.e., after irrigation
development). The trend line shows that the relative humidity is increasing at a rate of
4.3% per decade after thc development of irrigation. So, the increased irrigation coverage
had a humid effect on the environment and the relative humidity has increased at an

increased rate in the recent years.
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Figure 4.27. Trend Hne of rei a/iva humidity for I~ decade of January ofDinajpur aner irrigation
developmenl

As the rdative humidily data of Patuakhali station is available since 1975, so only the
trend of relative humidity was observed after the development of irrigation (Figure 4.28).
In this period of lime, the relative humidity has increased at a rale or 10% per decade.
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Figure 4.28. Trend line ofrclative humidity for 1" decade of January of Paluakhali.

Although relative humidity is declining at Rangpur ,lalion during both the period but the
rate of reduction is much slower during the later period which means that the rate of
change in relative humidity has increased in Rangpur aftcr thc development of irrigation.
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Relative humidity is increasing in Dinajpur at a considerable rate. However, the relative
humidity has increased at much faster rate in Patuakhali compared to Rangpur and
Dinajpur. A, there is no pattern in the variation of relative humidity in the study area and

in the control area so it can not be concluded that relative humidity is attributed III the

increased irrigation coverage in Rangpur and Dinajpur.

Progressive development of irrigated area was plotted against relative humidity in order
10 study the correlation bet"een the t\.vo. In Rangpur region (Figure 4.29), it was found
thaI the relative humidity is decreasing Wilh the increase in irrigated area. The slope of
the trend line shows that for every ten lakh ha of increased irrigated area the relative
humidity of that region is decreased by 0.2%. But the correlation between them is very

in~ignificant (t = -0,04887) ..
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Figure 4.29. Correlalion Wween relalive humidity of 1" decade of January and irrigated area of
Rangpur.

Similarly, for Dinajpur (Figure 4.30), it has been found that for every ten thou;and ha of
progressive irrigation development, thc relative humidity is increased by 0.2% and thc

correlation between these two is significant (t = 3.449).
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Figure 4,30. Correlation between relative humidity of 1" de<:adeof January and irrigated area of
Dinajpur,

Figure 4.31 shows the correlation between relative humidity of Patuakhali and the
irrigated area of the region. From the figure, it can be seen thaI for every additional ten
thousand ha of irrigation development, the relative humidity has increa,ed by 4%. But the

correl31ion between lhese two is insignificant (t = 1.69).
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Figure 4.31. Correlation between relative humidity of I" decade of January and irrigated area of
l'aluakhali ,

Similar trend line and correlation analysis of relative humidity with irrigated area of the
three stations, Rangpur, Dinajpur and PatlJllkhali, have been performed for rest of the
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decades of January, February, March and April. The slopes of the trend line~ of relative

humidity, which indicate [he mte of change of relative humidity over the years, are shown

in (he Table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Rate of relative humidi!)' change over the years in Rangpur, DinajpllT and
Patuakhali.

Name of the Rangpur Dinajpur Patuakhali
Decade

Trend (% Significa ('Yo '" Sigrrifica (% pee Significa

P" nce annum) "~ annum) oe,
annum)

January I" 0.0234 No< 0.1425 " 1.0065 "
Decade
January 2" 0.0736 No< 0,1222 " 0.6775 ,
Decade
January 3 0.0129 Nol 0.07 Nol 0.1556 Nol
Decade
February I" 0.0294 Nol 0.0\9 Nol 0.0887 No<
Decade
tchruary 2" 0.0348 Nol 0.1287 " 0.2896 Nol
Decade
February 3' 0,0168 Nol 0.1235 , 0,4888 Nol
Decade
March I" -0.0889 Npl 0.0721 No< -0.5039 No<
Decade
March 2" 0.0475 No< 0.1136 " -0.2857 No<
Decade
March 3' 0.0448, Nol 0.1997 Nol 0.9887 "
Decade
April

"
0.0913 No< 0.1514 No< 0.0862 No<

Decade .
April 2 0.0755 Not, 0,1792 , 0,0811 No<
Decade
April 3' 0.2305 No< 0.2688 " -0,0716 No<
Decade
NB: .- means significant at 95% confidence level, - means Significant at 90% confidence level,
'No!' means not significant al 95% confidence level. Negative sIgn means that the relative
humidity is decreasing.

The coefficient of correlation analysis between relative humidity of Rangpur, Dinajpur

and Pataukhali and the irrigated area of the respective area are shown in the Table 4.6.
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TaMe 4.6: Correlation between Relative Humidily and irrigated area in Rangpur,
Olnajpur and Paluakhali.

NB: *" means S1gmficanl at 95% confidence level, • meanS SlgmfiClllltat 90% conhdence level,
'Not' meanSnot significant at 95% confidencelevel.

Name of the Rangpur' Dinajpur Patuakhali
Decade

R Si nificance R Si ificance R" Si nificancc
January i" 9E-05 No< 0373 " 0,2066 No<
"'"",,January 2 0,001 No' 0.337 " 0.068 Not
Decade
January 3' 0.0511 No< 0.0964 No< 0.1304 NO'
Decade
February i" 0.0612 No< 0.2328 " 0.1021 No<
"'"",,February 2' 0.1181 , 0.1255 , 0.003 Not
Pecade
februaI)' 3' 0.0501 No< 0.1523 , 0.0019 No<
Decade
March i" 0.0327 No< 0.0663 Not 0,0721 Not
Decade
March 2' 0.0531 No< 0,0423 No' 0.0098 No'
Decade
March 3' 0.0036 Not 0.0867 No< 0.1952 Not
Decade
April t' 0.0014 }.lot 0.2025 "

,
0.1327 Not

Decade
April 2 0.1321 " 0.0074 Not 0.0843 Not
De.;ade
April 3' a.Ol3l NO' 0.1615 , 0.1171 No<
Decade .

From the Table 4.5, it can be seen that the trend line of relative humidity of all twelve
decades of the irrigation period in Rangpur shows clearly an increasing trend except in
March I" and 2nddecade. In Rangpur, the rate of relative humidity reduction of different
decades over the years ranges from 0.0129% per year to 0.2305% per year. The lowest
rate of increment occurred in 3rd decade of January and the highest one occurred in 3m

decade 01" April. During \" and 2nddecade March, the relative humidity reduced at a rate
of 0.0889% and 0.0475% per year respectively.

To find out the average rate 01" change in relative humidity over the years in Rangpur
during irrigation period, the average annual reiative humidity has been calculated by

averaging the relative humidity of February, March and April and plotted against the
respective year. The data of January have been omitted purposively to consider the
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irrigation period when irrigation lakes place in full swing, The graph (Figure 4.32) shows
thatlhe annual average of relative humidity is increasing at a rate 0[0.0137% per year,
i.e., over ten years oflirnc period the relative humidity of Rang pur during irrigation time
has increased by only about 0.137% on an average.
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Figure 4.32. Trend-line of annual average ofrelativc humidity in Rangpur.

The trend line of relative humidity of Dinajpur of all the twelve decades also show
increasing rate (Table 4.5), Here in Dinajpur, the rate of increment ranges from 0.019"/0
per armum to 0,2688% per annum. The lowest rate occurred in 1'[ decade of February and
the highest rate occurred in 3rd decade of April. To lind out the average rale of relative
humidity change over the years in Dinajpur during irrigation period, a similar trend line
has been drawn with (he annual average data of relative humidity of Dinajpur district.
Here also the annual average has been calculated by averaging the data of three months,
february to April. Thc trend line has been shown in figure 4.33.

The trend-line of Figure 433 shows (hat the annual average of relative humidity of
Dinajpur is increasing at a rate of 0.1275% per year, That means the relative humidity of
Dinajpur has increascd by 1.275% over ten years oftirne.
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Figure 4.33. Trend-line ofllnnual average ofrelative humidity in Dinajpur.

rhe trend linc of relative humidity of Patuakhali of all the twelve decade> show both
increasing and declining rates. Among the twelve decades, the relative humidity in
Patuakhali decreased in four decades and increased in the rest eight decades. The relative
humidity reduction occurs dispersedly in \" decade or February, ]"' and 2nd decade of
M3rch and 3'" decade of ApriL The rate of reduction ranges from 0,0716% per annum to
0.5039% per year. On the other hand, the rate of increment ranges from 0.0811 % per year
to 1.0065% per annum, The lowest rate of increment occurred in the 2"d decade of April
and the highest one occurred in 1" decade of January. As very little of Patuakhali IS

irrigated, the relative humidity does not show any trend.

From the preceding analysis, it can be seen that irrigation has developed with the years in
Rangpur and in Dinajpur but in Patuakhali it has remained the same over the years.
Irrigation development means more agrarian area Is covered with standing water during
dry period which used to remain dry before irrigation development at the same time of
the year. Relative humidity is the ratio of the actual amount of water vapor in the air to
the amount it could hold when satumted or the ratio of the actual vapor pressure to the
Saluration vapor pressure. With Increase in irrigation more water area is available for
evaporation which resulled in increase in actual water vapor in the atmosphere. This
resulted in increase of the relative humidity in Rangpur and Dinajpur. As explained
earlier, the increase in water vapor in the air resulted in the decrease of air temperature.
As the irrigated area in Patuakhali has remained same over the years, so the relative

humidity does not show any definite trem!.
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4.2.4 Effect of irrigation on Evaporation

To assess [he impact of irrigation development, the evaporation data has been plotted
,ince \980 a; the evaporation data before 1980 were not available. Figure 4.34 ,hows the
trend line of evaporation for the first decade of January.

figure 4.34 shows that the evaporation of Rangpur for the first decade of January was
decreasing at a rate of 0.005 mm per annum i.e., evaporation was decreasing at a rate of

0.05 mm per decade which is negligible.
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Figure 4.34. Trend line of evaporation for 1" decade of January ofRangpur.

Figure 4.35 shows the trend line of evaporation of Dinajpur since 1980 for the first
decade of January. The trend Hnc shows that the evaporation was decreasing at a rate of

0,123mm per decade.
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Figure 4.35. Trend line of evaporation for 1~ decade of January of Dinajpur.

Figure 4.36 shows the trend line of evaporation of Patuakhali for the first decade of
January. It shows that the evaporation has decreased at a rate of 0.365 mm per decade.
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Figure4.36. Trend line of evaporation for 1" decade of January of Paluakhali.

Although evaporation is declining at all the three stations but the rate ofreduction is very
minimal in Rangpur and Dinajpur compared to PatuakhaJi. As there ;, no pallern in the
variation of relative humidity in the study area und in the conlml area so it can not be
concluded that relative humidity is attributed to the increased irrigation coverage in

Rangpur and Dinajpur.
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Progressive development of irrigated area was plotted against evaporation in order to
study the correlation between these two. In Rungpur region (Figure 4.37), it was found
that [he evaporation is decreasing with the increase in irrigated area. The ,lope of the
trend line 8ho\\'8 lhal for every ten million ha of increased irrilf"led area the evaporation
of that region is decreased by O.9mm. But the correlation between them is very

insignificanl (I = -0.3413) .
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Figure 4.37. Correlation between evaporation of 1~ de<:adeof January and irrigated area of
Rangpur.

I><
~ Similarly, for Dinajpur (Figure 4.38), it has been lound that for every ten million ha of
N
/'x progressive irrigation development, tile evaporation is decreased by O.8mm and the

"""i correlation between these two is insignificant (t = -0.11).
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figure 4,38. Correlation between evaporation or 1" decade of January and irrigated area of
DinaJpur.
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Figure 439 shows the correlation between evaporation of Patuakhali und the irrigated
area of the region for the firSl decade of January. From the figure, it can be seen that lar
every additional len thousand ha of irrigation devc1opment, the evaporation has decreased
by 0.2 mm per annum. The correlation between these two is significant at 90%

confidence level.
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Figure 4.39. Correlation between evaporation of 1" decade of January and irrigated area of
Patuakhali,

Similar trend jine and correlation analysis of evaporation with irrigated area of (he three
station>, Rangpur, Dinujpur and Patuakhali, have been performed for reSI of the decades
of January, February, March and ApriL The ,lopes of the trend lines of evaporation,
which indicate the rale of change of evaporation over the years, are shown in the Table

4.7.
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Table 4.7: Rate of evaporation change over the years in Rangpur, Dinajpur and
Paluakhali.

Name of the Rangpuf Dinajpur Patuakhali
Decade

(mm) SI ificance (mm) SI lficance (mm) SI nificancc

January I' -0.005 No< 0.0123 No< -0.0365 ••
Decade
January 2' -0.0064 No< -0.0345 No< -0.0175 Nol
Decade
January ) 0.0096 No< -0.0253 Not -0.0211 •
Decade
February r' 0.0055 Nol -0.0277 No< -0.0394 ••
Decade
February 2' 0.0191 No< 0.0184 Nol -0.0114 Nol
Decade
February 3 0.0064 No< 0,0264 Nol -0,0222 Nol
Decade
March I' 0.0198 • -0.0315 Nol 0.0037 Nol
Decade
March 2" 0.0046 Nol 0.0082 Not -0.0268 No<
Decade
March 3' -0.0013 Nol -0.1049 Nol -0.0726 ••
Dec<lde
April I' -0.0532 • -0.1027 • -0.07 ••
Decade
April 2" 0.0268 Nol -0.1439 Nol 0.0138 Nol
Decade
April 3 -0.0086 No< -0.062 NOI 0.037 No<
Decade
NB, ** means Slgmficant at 95% confidence level, * means slgmficant at 90% confidence level,
'Nm' means not significant at 95% contLdence level. Negative sib'll means that the maximum
temperature is decreasing.

The coefficient of correlation analysis between evaporation of Rangpur'-Dinajpur and

Pataukhali and the irrigated area of the respective area are shown in the Table 4.8.
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Table 4.8: Correlation between Evaporation and irrigated area in Rangpur, Dinajpur and
Patuakhali.

Nllme of the Rangpur Dinajpur Patuakhali
Decade •• Si nificance R Si ificance R Si nilicance
January 1' 0.0072 No< 0.0016 No< 0.2697 No'
Decade
January 2" 0.0413 No< 0.1189 No< 0.0181 Not

Decade
January 3 0.0408 No' 0.0523 No< 0.4462 "
Decade
February \" 0.0247 No< 0.0472 No' 0.5254 "
Decade
February 2" 0.1122 No< 0.0078 No' 0.0&44 No<
Decade
February 3 0.0157 No' 0.0958 'Not 0.0592 No'
Decade
March I" 0,1937 " 0.0891 No' 0.1232 No'
Decade
March 2 0.0064 No< 0.0002 N01 0.081 Not
Decade
March 3 5E-05 No' 0.\618 No< 0,2708 N01
Decade
April \" 0.1517 Not 0.4121 " 0.28\ No<
Decade
April 2 0.0443 No< 0.256 No< 0.0236 No'
Decade
April 3 0.0026 No' 0.1165 Nol 0.0007 N01
Decade
'NIl: •• means "~'lllficant at 95% confidence level, • means Slb'lllficantat 90% confidence level,
"Not' means not significant at 95% confidence level.

From the table 4.7, It can be seen that thc trend line of evaporation of all [welvc decades
of the irrigation period in Rangpur shows both increasing and decreasing trend. In
Rangpur, among the t",elve decades the rate or evaporation decreases in six decade' and
it increases in the rest six decades. The rate of reduction of different decades over the
years ranges from 0.0013 mm per year to 0.0532 mm per year. The lowest rate or
reduction occurred in 3rd decade of March and the highest one occurred in 1" decade of
April. The rate of increment or evaporation ranges from 0.0046 mm per year 10 0.0268
mm per year. The highest and lowest rate of increment occurred in 2nddecade of April

and 2nddecade of March respectively.
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To find out the average rate of change in evaporation over the years in Rangpur during
irrigation period, the average annual evaporation has been calculated by averaging the
evaporation of February, Man:h and April and plotted again,t the respective year. The
data of January have heen omitted purposively to consider the irrigation period when
irrigation takes place in full swing. The graph (ligure 4.40) shows that the anllual
average of evaporation is decreasing at a rate of 0.0038 mm rer year, i.e., over ten years
of time period the evaporation ofRangpur during irrigation time has decreased by about

0.038 mm on an average.
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Figure 4.40. Trend-line of annual average of evaporation in Rangpur.

The trend line of evaporation ofDinajpur of all the twelve decades shows-declining rate
except 3mdecade of February and 2"~decade of March (Table 4.7). Here in Dinajpur, the
rate of reduction ranges from 0.0123 mm per annum to 0.1439 mm per annum. The
lowest rate oc.curred in 1" decade of January and the highest rate occurred in 2nddecade
of April. To find out the averagc rate of evaporation change over the years in Dinajpur
during irrigation period, a similar trend iine has been drawn with the annuaillverage data
of evaporation of Dinajpur district. Here also the annuai average has been calculated by
avcraging the data of three months, February to April. The trend line has been shown in

ligurc4.41.
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The trend-line of Figure 4.41 shows that the annual average of evaporation ofDinajpur is
decreasing at a rate of 0,0507 mm per year, That means the evaporation of Dinajpur has
decreased by 0.507 mm over ten year~ of lime.
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Figure 4.41. Trend-line of annual average of evaporation in Dlnajpur.

The trend line of evaporation of Patuakhalj of all the twelve decades shows both
declining rates except for I" decade of March and 3'<1decade of April (Table 4.7). The
evaporation reduction ranges from 0.Dl14 mm per to 0.0726 mm per year. The highest
rate of reduction occurred in 3m decade of March and the lowest one occurred in 2""

decade of February.

From the preceding analysis, it can be seen that irrigation has developed with the years in
Rangpur and in Dinajpur but in PatuakhaH it has remained the same over the years.
Irrigation development means more agrarian area is covered with standing water during
dry period which used to remain dry before irrigation development at the same time of

the year.

Evaporation from the land surface includes evaporation from open water, soil, slw.lIow
groundwater, and water stored on vegetation, along with tmnspil1ltion through plants. The
rate of evapol1ltion from the land surface is driven essentially by meteorological controls,
mediated by the characteristics 01" vegetation and soils, and constl1Iined by the amount of
water available. The primary meteorological controls on evapol1ltion from a well-watered
slLdace (often known as potential evaporation) are the amount of energy avallable
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(characterized by net radiation), the moisture content of the air (humidity-a function of
water vapor content and air temperature), and the rate of movement of air across the
surface (a function of winds peed). Increasing temperature generally results in an increu,>c
in potential evaporation, largely because the water-holding capacily of air is increased. In
humid regions, however, atmospheric moisture content is a major limitation 10
evaporation, so changes in humidity have a very large effect on the rule of evaporation

(wee, 2001).

Irrigated Sllrfaces are supposed to have more evaporation compared to dry land surface as
the irrigated area is a source for potential evapo-transpiralion, From the discussion on
"the effect of irrigation development on maximum temperatures", it has been fOl.lndthat
the maximum temperature i,e" the day time temperatl.lrc is decreasing over the year in
irrigated area compared to non-irrigated area dl.le 10 increasing evaporation during day
time. However, the trend-line of evaporation shows that evaporation is decreasing over
the years in Dinajpur and Patuakhali. There is no detinitc trend in Rangpur. Evaporation
mainly depends upon temperature, sunshine hours, humidity and wind speed. Increase in
relative humidity which resulted due to increased water vapor in the atmosphere resulted
in decrease in the evaporation from pan. Moreover, the decrease in sunshine hour also
resulted in the decreased evaporation. The analysis of sunshine duration data revealed
that the winter, dry ,eason, summer and monsoon sunshine arc deelining at a rate of
5.7%, 5,0%, 3.9% and 3.8% respectively in every 10 years for the entire Bangladesh.
There are some spatial patterns in the declining rates - the rates increased Irom south to
north and east to west. So the most decline in sun,hine duration occurred in North-west
region. For example. the sunshine durations in the lirst 10-day period of January were 9.0
hom, a day during the period 1961-1975 and that came down to 5.8 hours a day during
the period of 1991-2006 in the north-west station (IWFM, 2008). II Is assumed that
although the rate of evaporation increases in the irrigated area during day time but the
overall evaporation in a day decreased over time becau~e of significant redl.lction of

sunshine hours.
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4.2.5 Summary of Effect of Irrigation Development on Climatic Parameters

From the above results, it has been found that the maximum temperature is decreasing in
Rangpur and Dinajpur at a rate of O.S"C and 0.46°(' per decade respectively where
irrigation development has taken place progressively while in Patuakhali with no
irrigation development, the maximum temperature is increasing over the years at a rate of
O.237GCper decade. The minimum temperature is increasing over the year, in Rangpur
and Dinajpur at a rale of O.SGCand O.27oCper docadc but in case of Patuakhali, i1 docs
not ,how any definite trend. As the maximum temperature is decreasing and minimum
temperature is increasing in the irrigated area, so the diurnal variation of temperature is
also decreasing in the area where progressive irrigation development has been taken
place. Although, the evaporation is supposed to have increased over time with the
increase in irrigated area but it has been observed that the rate of evaporation is
decreasing over time at a rate of 0.038 mm and 0.507 mm per decade in Rangpur 3tld
Dinajpur respectively. It is assumed that the rate of evaporation has increased in the
irrigated area, as the irrigation water provides a source for potential evapo-tr3tlspiration,
but it occurred only during the time when sunshine is available. However, from another
study it has been found that sunshine duration has declined in the north-west region in the
recent years to a great extent which ultimately reduced the total evaporation in a day.
Further studies arc required to eonfirm and expiain the evaporation effect within the
sunshine hours. In case of effect of irrigation development on relative humidity, it has
been found that the relative humidity is increasing over the years at a rate of 0.137% 3tld
1.275% per decade in Rangpur Wld Dinajpur respectively. The relative humidity of
Pa(uakhaii does not show any definite trend.

4.3 Effect of Irrigation Development on Land Use and Cropping Pllttern

L3tld u,e is iargely dependent on the human demand, changes of the land cover and
cropping pattern practiced in that area. Cropping pattern normally change, beeause of
profitability of the crops, suitabiiity of the soil 3tld climate and availability of irrigation
water. Before the sixties, when irrigation was not available, most of the arable land
remained fallow during Rabi season and only some erops with less water requirement and
gr<1wnwith residual soil moisture, were cuitivated. With the development of irrigation,
the cropping pattern has been eh3tlged. The extent to which the cropping pattern of
Rangpor has changed over the years with irrigation development has been analyzc<1based
on secondary data 3tld the patterns are ,!lown in Table 4.9. Similarly, thc change; ot"
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cropping pattern of Dinajpur over the years with irrigation development has been
analY7ed and shown in the Table 4.10.

"Ihe Table 4.9 and 4.10 show the major cropping patterns in three different periods in
Rangpur am.!Dinajpur respectively. From the Table 4.9, it can be seen that during late
sixties, 1, 36,500 hectares land were cultivated in Rangpur in the Kharif 2 season among
1.77.984 hectares of net cultivable land (BADe, 2004) which indicates that most of the
arable [and were cultivated in the Kharif 2 season. On the other hand in Dinajpur, 2,
71,500 hectares land were cultivated in the Kharif2 season from 2, 72,912 hectares of net
cultivable land (BADC, 2004) during late sixties, which indicates that almost all of the
arable land were cultivated in the Kharif 2 season. In mid eighties, late nineties and
present decade also, the area under cultivation in Rangpur was more or less same i.c. over
thc years, the area under cultivation during Kharif-2 season has not been changed
significantly. In the same three consecutive periods, the area under cultivation in
Dinajpur during Kharif 2 season reduced to a little extent but that was also 90% of Ihe
total net cultivable land. But,signilicant change has been found In the Rabi season in both

the regions.

During sixties while irrigation has not been developed, only a small portion of the
cultivable land was cultivated and most of the arable land remained fallow in Rangpur
and in Dinajpur as well. Pulscs and vegetables which re<juire less water were cultivated
only in 11,600 hectares and 4,111 hectares of land which comprise only 6.5% and 1.5%
of the tntal cultivable area of Rangpur and Dinajpur respectively. After irrig31ion
development, the cultivable area is being increased progressively,
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Name of Rabi Acreage Kharif 1 Acreage Kharif2 Acreage
<h, season (hectares) (hectares) (hectares)

decade
Late fallow 0 B-Aus 68,400 T.Aman 68,400

Sixties Fallow 0 fallow 0 T. Aman 39,500
Fallow 0 Jute 20,000 T.Arnan 20,000

Mustard 5,600 B-Aus 5,600 T. Aman 5,600
Potato 3,000 J,. 3,000 Fallow 0
Ye etallie 2,000 Ve etahle 2,000 B. Arnan 2,000

Pulses 1,000 13.AuslJule 1,000 T, Aman 1,000
Total 11,600 1,00,000 1,36,500

Mid fallow 0 Fallow 0 I.Arnan 32,244

Eighties Fallow 0 B,Aus 65,973 T.Aman 65,973
Fallow 0 J," 10,625 I.Arnan 10,625

Wheat 15,375 Jute 15,375 I.Arnan 15,375

Boro 9,500 Fallow 0 T. Aman 9,500
Potalo 4,027 RAus 4,027 T. Aman 4,027

Mustard 3,038 T.Aus 3,038 r.Arnall 3,038
Vc etabJe 1,400 Ye etable 1.400 T. Aman 1,400

Total 33,340 1,00,438 1,42,182
Late lioro 83,485 Fallow 0 T. Aman 83,485
Nineties Potato 17,750 Fallow 0 T. Aman 17,750

Potato 4250 Jute 4,250 T. Aman 4,250
Wheat 14,350 Jute 14,350 I. Aman 14,350
Wheat 9,650 tallow 0 I.Aman 9,650
Wheat 1\,778 Fallow 0 Fallow 0
Mustard 4,200 Fallow 0 T.Aman 4,200
Ve etable 3,050 Ve etable 3,050 Fallow 0

Total t 48 513 21,650 1,33,685
Present Boro 64,910 Fallow 0 I. Aman 64,910
decade Potato 16,852 Boro/Aus/Jute 16,852 T. Aman 16,852
(2004 Wheat 9,240 Jute/ ve e 9,240 T. Aman 9240
05) Mustard 3,352 Boro/Aus 3,352 T. Aman 3,352

Boro 3,950 Fallow 0 Fallow 0
Total ,1,50,999 29,444 1,53,760
80U=' Department of Agriculture Exten'lOn (DAE), Raogpnr, 2006
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Name of Rabi season I ~~rcage Kharif I Acreage Kharif2 Acreage
[he decade hectares) (hectares) (hcctar~sl
Late Sixties Fallow 0 Jute 50,400 r.Aman 50,400

FallO\v 0 B.Aus 2,15,400 T.Aman 2,15,400

Ve 'etable 1,566 B.Aus 1,566 Fallow 0
Fallow 0 B. Aus 460 Fallow 0
Ve etable 2,000 Jute 2,000 Fallow 0
Fallow 0 Jute 500 Fallow 0
Pulses 545 Fallow 0 T. Aman 545
Fallow 0 Fallow 0 T. Amun 5,155

Total 4,111 2,70,326 2,71,500
Mid Boro 1,24,430 Fallow 0 I.Arnan 1,24,430

Eighties Wheat 45,225 Jute 45,225 T. Arnan 45,225
Wheat 24,775 Fallow 0 T.Aman 24,775

Polmo 9500 T. Aus 9500 T. Arnan 9500
VI' ctable 1,200 r.Aus 1200 T. Aman 1200
Boro 570 Summer 570 I.Arnan 570

VeQctables
Fallow 0 Fallow 0 T. Arnan 21626

Total 2,05,700 56,495 2,27,326
Late Boro 1,52,185 Fallow 0 T.Aman 1,52,185
Nineties Wheat 4,405 Jute 4,405 I.Aman 4,405

Wheat 33,392 Fallow 0 T. Aman 33,392
Maize 22,000 Fallow 0 T.Aman 21,000
Boro 1215 Summer 1215 TAman 1215

Ve~etables
Potato 12,080 "1".Aus 12,080 T.Aman 12,080
PotatO 11,279 Fallow 0 T.Aman 11,279
Ye etables 1,400 T. Aus 1400 T.Aman 1400
Fallow 0 Fallow 0 T. Aman 14,444

Total 2 7956 19,100 2,52,400
Present Floro 151515 Fallow 0 T.Aman 1,51,515
Dcaide Wheat 29,942 Fallow T.Aman 29,942
(2004-05) Boro/Wheat ]9,390 Dhaincha 19,390 T. Aman 19,390

Wheat 8854 A" 8854 T, aman 8,854
Potato 6794 Boro 6794 T, Aman 6,794
Mustard 5069 T.Aus 5069 T.Aman 5,069

Total 2,38,635 43,155 2,47,442
SOllTCe:Department of ,\gncutture ExtenSIon (DAE), DmaJPur, 2006
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During mid eighties, 33,340 hectares of land were cultivated dllTing Rabl season in
Rangpur which comprise of near about 19"10 of the total cullivable area. In Dinajpur,
during mid eighties, 205,700 ha of land were cultivated during Rabi season which
comprise of near about 76% Oflhc total cuhivablc area ofDinajpur. Born rice and \vheat
have been introduced during that time. The increment of cultivation during rabl season
which took place in bet"'een late sixties and mid eighties wa~ because of the inlroduction
or these two crops, wheat and Born rice. From the cropping pattern oflate sixties and mid
eighties of Rangpur and Dinajpur, it has been found that the fanners of Dinajpur became
aware abolll the necessity and usefulness of Irrigation and they adopted practicing

irrigation very quickly.

In late nineties while ground water irrigation was practiced in full swing the cropping
pattern was largely been changed and more areas came under clJltivation In Rangpur. In
this time period, 148,513 hectares land was cultivated which is about 83% of the total
cultivable land In Rangpur district. In Dinajpur, 237,956 ha land were cnltivatcd during
Rabi season In late nineties which is about 87% of the total cultivable land in Dinajpur
district. High irrigation requirement crop, Boro rice, has been increased sharply from
9,500 hectares in mid eighties to 83,485 hcctares in late ninctles in Rangpur. In late
nineties, the Boro rice wa' cultivated in the 55% of the cultivated area which comprise of
47% of the net cultivable area of Rangpur. In Dinajpur, Boro rice has been cultivated in
125,000 ha of land in mid eighties and in 153,400 ha of land In late nineties, In mid
eighties, Boro rice was cultivated in 46% ol"the nct cultivable area and in the late nineties
it was cultivated in 57% of the net cultivable area. In the present decade, no major

changes have been taken place compared to the late nineties.

Potato and wheat cultivation has also been changed manifold in the nineties and present
decade compared to the eighties in Rangpur and in Dinajpur. Wheat cultivation has been
reduced to half from mid eighties to present decade both in RangplJT and in Dlnajpur
although it had been increased during Jate nineties In Rangpur but potato cultivation has
been Increased manifold during this time period in both the regions. It is also Important to
notice that Boro rice cultivation has brought a change in the cropping pattern, Before the
introduction of Boro rice, while mustard and pulses were cultivated, three crops could be
cultivated in a year in the Rangpur region. But after the Initiation 01' Boro rice, the Kharif
I season remains fallow because in between Boro and Aman there remains very short

span of time for any additional crop to be grown. Only some short duration summer
vegetables can be grov"ll ill.between these two crops and these vegetabl"s were grown
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only in high land which is a small portion of the total cuHivuble land. It has been found
that during late sixties while irrigation was not practiced in the Rabi season then Aus,
Jute and some summer vegetables were cuUivatc<land they covered 100,000 hectares and
2,70,326 hectares of land in Rangpur and Dinajpur (56% and 98% of the net cultivable
area) respectively in Kharif I season. In mid eighties also the Aus, Jute and summer
vegetable were cultivated widely in the Kharif I season and these crops occupied 100,438
hectares of land in Rangpur but in Dlnajpur, it had been reduced to 56,495 ha of land
(21% of the total cultivable land). In the late nineties, wben Boro rice started to be grown
widely, then crop cultivation during Kharif I season felt do\Vll sharply to 21 ,650 hectares
in Rangpur (12% of the net cultivable land) and 19,I00 ha in Dinajpur (7% of the net
culti~able area). In the present decade, it again has gone up to 29,444 ha and 43,155 ha in

Ranb'Pur and in Dinajpur respectively.

The Table 4.11 shows the major five cropping patterns in four different periods at
Patuakhali. From this table it can be seen that during late sixties, 73,370 hectares land
were cultivated in the Rabi season from 2,24,689 hectares of net cultivable land (BADe.
2004) which indicates that near about 33% of the arable iand was cultivated in the Rubi
season during late sixties. During that time, Khesari was the major crop in rabi season.
Chlll and sweet potato were also cuHivated at that time during Rabi season. In mid
eighties and late nineties, the same type of crops was cultivated during Rabi season. The
area under cliitivation during this season in mid eighties and late nineties reduced to
59265 hectares and 50,270 hectares of land respectively. In the present decade (2004-05),
during Rabi season Mungbean Is being cultivated instead of Sweet potato and chili. In the
present decade, 64,618 hectares of land is being cultivated which comprises of 29"10 of
net cultivable land. T. Aman is being cultivated During Kharif2 season throughout the all
decades. Area under cultivation during Rabi season is being decreased steadily. In late
sixties the area under T. Aman cultivalion was 1,60,500 hectares and it reduced to I,
31,412 hectares of land in the present decade. The progress of cultivation has only been
tound in the Khatif I season. In late sixties, B. Aus was cultivated only in 7,245 hectares
uf land. In mid eighties, the D. Aus was cultivated in 35,470 hectares of land. In late
nineties. B. Aus was replaced by 1".Aus and it was cultivated in 36,855 hectares ofland.
In the present decade the area under T. Aus cultivation is heing increased to 66,843
hectares. From the trend line of irrigation development in Patuakhali district, it has been
found that irrigated area remains same over the years since 1975 i.e. irrigation has not

been developed in Patuakhali district unlike Rangpur and Dinajpur. From the cropping
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pattern tahle also it has been found that except for kharif 1 season no major changes have
taken place in [he cropping pallem since late sixties.

Cropping intensily in Rangpur is 227% in the present decade with the development of
irrigation. In Dinajpur, the cropping intensity is 212.74% in the present decade. In
Patuakhali the cropping' inlensity is 200.34% in the present decade. So the cropping
intensity in Rangpur and Dinajpur, progressive development orirrigalioll has laken place,
is )2 to 27% higher compared to Patuakhali where irrigation has not been developed.

Table 4.11: Cropping patterns in three consecutive decades in Patuakhali.

Suurce: Department of AgrIculture ExtenSion (DAE), Pam.kha1J, 2007

Name of Rabi Acreage Kharif 1 Acreage Kharif2 Acreage
the season (hectares) (hectares) (hectares)
dCl.'llde
Late Fallow - Fallow - T. Arnan 79,885
Sixtie~ Khe~arl 37,915 Fallow - T.Aman 37,915

Sweet 25,125 Fallow - T.Aman 25,125
Potato
Chili 10,330 Faliow T. Aman 10,330
Fallo'" - B.Aus 7,245 T. Aman 7,245

Total 73,370 7,245 1,60500
Mid Fallow - Fallow - T.Aman 70,350
Eighties Khe>ari 25,255 B. Aus 25,255 T. Aman 25,255

Sweet 20,145 Fallow - T. Aman 20,145
Potato
Chili 13,885 Fallow - T.Aman 13,885
fallow B. Aus 10,215 T.Aman

1~Total 59,285 35470 1,39 50
Late Fallow - Fallow - T. Aman 62,325
Nineties Khesari 22,190 T. Aus 22,190 T. Aman 22,190

S"'eet 15,210 Fallow - T.Aman 15,210
POlato
Chili 12,870 Fallow - T. Aman 12,870
Fallow - 1. Aus 14,665 T. Aman 14,665

Total 50,270 36,855 1,27,260
Present fallow - Fallow - T.Aman 49,779
decade Khesari 20,775 T. Aus 20,775 T. Aman 20,775
(2004-05) Moo 20,066 T.Aus 20,066 T. Aman 20,066

Fallow - T. Aus 17,015 T. Aman 17,015
Moo 14,790 fallow T.Aman 14,790
Ve etables 8,987 A" 8,987 T.Aman 8,987

Total 64,618 66,843 1,31,412

•
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4.3.1 Summary of Effect of Irrigation Denlopment on Cropping Pattern

From the discu8sion above. it ha.•been lound thai there is a positive relationship between
irrigation development and cropping pattern changes. With the advent and development
of irrigation, the fallow land has come under cultival;rln during Rabi season. Mostly Boro
rice is being cultivated with the development of irrigation. Irrigation development has
also encouraged the cultivation of Potato and wheat. Palmo cultivation has been
increased significantly in the recent decades. Wheat has been introduced in Bangladesh
during mid-eighties. The cultivation of wheat has been increased in Rangpur during the
decade oflate nineties but i! has again been reduced in the recent decades. Majority of the
fallow land in Dinajpur came under boro cultivation and a significant portion came under
wheat cultivation during Rabi seasons in Mid eighties. But wheat cultivation reduced to
half in late nineties in Dinajpur as the rest half was replaced by maize cultivation. There
is common perception that with the development of irrigation, cropping pattern has been
shilled from diversified cropping to mono cropping which is not true. Boro, wheat and
potato are being cultivated in the land which remained fallow before the development of
irrigation. Mustard, vegetables, pulses etc. which were cultivated that time are still being
cultivated. Interestingly, the ground water irrigation development has brought changes in
the cropping pattern of Kharif I season. Vinere Irrigation has developed progressively,
the area under cultivation during Kharif 1 season has shrunken because in between Boro
rice and T. Aman there does not remain enough time for B.Aus or T.Aus to be cultivated
which is the major crop in Kharif I season. In the Kharif-2 season, only a clngle crop, T.
Aman, is being cultivated throughout the decades in Rangpur and Dinajpur. However, in
Patuakhali, no change in the cropping pattern has been observed over the decades.
Cropping intensity in Rangpur, Dinajpur and in PatuakhaH in the present decade is 227%,
212.74% and 200.34% respectively. Cropping intensity in Rangpnr and Dinajpur is 12 to
27% higher compared to PatuakhaJi where irrigation ha~ not been developed.

4.4 Effect oflrrigation Development on Soil Fertility

Soil fertility is the characteristic of soil that supports abundant plant life. Soil Fertility is
the capability or ability of soils to supply clements essential for plant growth without a
toxic concentration of any element. It is the inherent capacity of a soil to supply 14 of the
17 essential nutrlent elements to the growing crop. It is the quality of soil that enables it

to provide compounds or elements in adequate amonnts and in proper balance for the

•
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grov.1h of speci fied plants when other groWlI1 factors like light moisture, temperature and

the physical conditions of the soils are favorable.

Soil quality changes slowly because of nalural processes such as weathering and more
rapidly under human activity; land use, fanning practices and irrigation. Cropping
systems have undergone some changes since 1973 due to the adoption of high yielding
varieties along with increased use of irrigation and fertilizer application (Huq et al. 1990).
In this section, it has heen tried to identily the impact of long term irrigation on soil
quality. Impact has been_assessed only in the greater Rangpur and greater Dinajpur hut
no! in Parnakhali as the progressive development of irrigation has been taken place in

greater Rangpur and greater Dinajpur.

Table 4.12 illustrates the differential amount oftolal carbon stored in the 0-15 cm and 0-
100 em layers in 1967 and 1995. Only Barind Tract (l3n, i.e, Chandra and l3elabo of
Greater Rangpur, the amount of carhon stored in the 0-100 em layers increased (3.76 t C
ha"l) in 1995. In other units, the amount of carbon stored in the 0-100 em layer,
decreased in 1995. However, some inerea<;ein the amount of element in the top 0.15 em
layers was ohserved for Pirgaeha and Kaunia i,e" Teesta Floodplain. In [he Teesta flood
plain the amount of carbon stored was increased by 0.73 t ha". Decrease in'thc amount of
carbon stored for Old Himalayan Piedmont plain (OHP) which covers the greater
Dinajpur in the above table was recorded as 3 t C ha"lin the 0-\5 em layers of soil.
Increase in the amount of carbon was observed in the soils ofBarind tract as well (2.58 t
C ha.I).

As in the case of total carbon, total nitrogen content for these soils was generally low.
Both carbon and nitrogen are mostly derived from organic malter decomposition, hence
the similarity in the trends for the contents of these two clements. Tab]e 4.12 shows the
amount of nitrogen In the 0-15 em and 0-100 em layers in 1967 and 1995. The amount of
nitrogen stored at these depths was also higher in 1995 for Chandra and Belabo. The
amount of nitrogen st(lrec! in all the other physiographic units was lower in 1995.
Changes in the amount of nitrogen stored were similar [0 those of carbon, yvhieh showed
a higher decrease for the 0-100 em than 0.15 em layers. For Greater Dinajpur the lil1lin
the amount of nitrogen stored was minimal which was recorded a, 0.65 t N ha.lin 0-100
em soil layers, Increase in nitrogen content occurred only in the soils of Barind tract
(0.775 t N ha.lin 0-100 em soil layers 0.27 t N ha.l in 0-] 5 em soil layers).
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'j able 4.12. Total carbon and total nitrogen content, in 0-15 em and 0-100 em soil layers
of dinercnt soil profiles during the period 1967-1995 in Rangpur and Dinajpur.

Name ufthe Area Total Carbon (I ha') Total Nitrogen (I ha" )

0-15 em 0-100 em 0-\5 em 0-100 em

1967 1995 1967 1995 1967 1995 1967 1995

G Atwari 30.96 31.97 100.1 87.51 3.25 3.53 7,76 8.07
Dinajpur OHp\ 1

Jagd;~ 17.51 10.50 50.92 36.64 1.97 0,99 4,91 3.30
(OHP

G. Pirgacha 10.95 14.66 45.00 37.35 1.11 1.08 4.71 2.84
Rangpur (Tfl

Kaunia TF) 16.54 14.29 59.18 41.46 1.73 1.63 4.93 4.22
Chandra 13.39 16.29 46.41 49.95 1.38 1.81 5.81 7.30
(BT)
Belabo (BT) 12.84 15,10 51.99 55.96 IAl 1.52 6.98 7.04

~ource:Moh,in .Ii, 19'17

At the series 1e~e1,the sharp fall in the carbon content in the Jagdal soil series as well u<;
in the Alwari soil series (OHP) was attributed to the change in thc cropping system
(sugarcane or T. aman in 1967 and T. aman-wheat in 1995). The introduction of
irrigation in this area has led to change in cropping pattern. Although it has increased the
cropping intensity but the ground crop residues of the crop systems of 1995 are more or
iess collected for other uses while the larger quantity of roots were left in the soii by
sugarcane, This may explain why the carbon content 01"the soil declined when sugarcane
was no longer produced (Ali el aI., 1997). Eswaran et al. (1995) reported a fall of 1.08
and 1.77 kg mO

] in organic carbon from two cultivated sites subjected to different farming
systems compared to non-cultivated! grass and shrub plots. Total carbon content
increased in the Pleistocene terrace soils of Chandm and Belabo series (13T) in greater
Rangpur, The amount of carbon also increascd in the 0-15 cm iayers in the Pirgacha
series (TF) in greater Rangpur. Changes in cropping pattern duc to introduction of
irrigation may have contributed to the addition of more plant residues and slow organic
matter decomposition under acidic soil conditions, hence the increase of the carbon

content in these soils.

The sharp fall of total nitrogen may be due to the changes in cropping systems. Biological
fixation oi"nitrogen by micro-organisms, especially blue green algae is a major source of

nitrogen for floodplain crops (especially rice). Spatial variation of blue green algae
abundance could partly explain the difference in thc changes of the nitrogen content in
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the studied solids. The lower decrease of the total nitrogen contents in the 0-15 em layers
may be due to differences in soil charaderistics at different depth~, hydrological
conditions, differences in soil characteristics at different depths, hydrological conditions,
changes in cropping systems and other management practices.

Table 4.13 illustrates the mean changes of soil pH and exchangeahle acidity in six
locations of greater Rangpuf and greater Dinajpur in the 0-15 em and 0-100 em soil
layers during the period 1967-1995. Soil pH showed a decline in the 0-15 em layers in all
the physiographic units. Changes in pH in that layer ranges from 0.02 to 0.34 units. Soil
pH also has declining rate over the 27 year period in the 0-100 em layers but in tbis case
the changes took place in more or less uniform manner, around 0.20 units.

Table 4.13. Changes in Soil pH and Exchangeable acidity within 0-15 em and 0-100 em
soil layers of different profiles during the period 1967-1995 in Rangpur and Dinajpur .

Namc of the Area Soil pH (water) .llrchangeabie acidity
kmol ha-I) ,

0.15cm 0-100 em 0-\5 em 0-100 em
1967 1995 1967 199' 1967 1995 1967 1995

G. AM;:~ 5.51 5.49 5.96 5.80 7.34 8.24 22.2i 30.81
Dinajpur (OHP

I ;~g~~;OHP
G. p~~;aeha 5.47 5.35 5.88 5.63 10.81 11.76 40.53 38.74
Rangpur n

Kaunia
(TF)

~;dra 5.50 5.16 5.42 5.20 9.18 9.52 39.56 99,73

Belaho
(BT)

Sour,,: Moll,in ali, ]997

Exchangeable acidity showed an opposite trend of change to that of soil pH. All the
physiographic units showed an increase in exchangeable acidity except for Pirgaeha and
Kannia (Teesta Flood plain) s()il series which showed a decrease in the 0-100 em layers.
"lhe increase in exchangeable acidity in the 0-15 em iayers was moderate_ Exchangeable
acidity for the 0-100 em layers increased moderately (8.60 kmol ha") in greatcr Dinajpur
(Old Himalayan piedmont plain) and sharpiy (60.17 kmoi ha") in Chandra and Belabo
(Barind tract) of greater Rangpur. Exchangeable acidity decreased slightly (\.8 kmol ha'])

in the silty soils ofTista noodpiain which comprises of Pirgacha and Kaunia.

,
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Changes in soil pH showed a decrease during [he period 1967-1995. The increases in
exchangeable acidity and the depIction of exchangeable bases may account for this
general decline in soil pH. The developmellt of irrigation has introduced Boro rice
cultivation which requires nitrogenous fertilizer. E)(ce~sive usc of nitrogenous fertilizers
without the addition of lime also contributed to this decline in soil pH, A similar
(lh"erv31ionwas reported by Alan (1993) in long term experiments at Rothamsted. Pierre
et aJ. (1970) also reported that the application of nitrogenous fertilizers led to a decrease
of the pH in both surface soils and sub-soils in West Africa.

The decrease in pH accompanying ferrolysls (Brinkman, 1970 3S reported by Shaheed,
1994) may explain the observed increases 1n exchangeable acidity in the highly
weathered terrace soils of Chandra and 8dabo (Barind Tract). Human interference like
land leveling for irrigation resulting in the lifting of the lower acidic red terrace soils in
Barind tract could be another reason for this change in exchangeable acidity, Shahecd
(1994) reported that rain water leaching caused thc removal of bases and rather strong
acidification (pH 4.6-5.0) in the piedmont plains and promoted the in,,-rease In
exchangeable acidity in Old Himalyan Piedmont plain i.e. in greater Dinajpur.

Table 4.14 shows the changes in the contents of exchangeable potassium K and
exchangeable Phosphorus (1') in the 0-15 em and 0-100 em layers during the period 1967-
1995. All the physiographic units showed a decline in the amount of exchangeable K
stored at these layers except for the 0-100 em layers of greater Dinajpur where an
increase was observed. The decrease in the content of exchangeable K was higher in the
0-15 em layers of all the physiographic units. Exchangeable K content in the 0-100 cm
layers declined in all the physiographic units except in greater Dinajpur which showed an
increase of2, 1 kmol ha". Serious depletion of this element was obscrved in Pirgacha and
Kaunia (TF) where the exchangcable K contents were relatively lower (<IS kmol ha-1) in
]967, The soils of Chandra and Bc1abo soil series (BT) showed relatively low decrease
(13%) of this nutrient element. Mean exchangeable K level of Bangladesh soils showed a
decrease of3.4 kmol ha-1 within this perIod.

The changes in the level of available phosphorus varied markedly (cith,er positive or
negative) in the 0-15 em and 0-100 cm layers in the different physiographic units during

the period 1967-95.
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Table 4.14. Change, in Exchangeable K and available P within 0-15 em and O-JOOem
soil layer; of difl'erent profiles during (he period 1967-1995 in Rangpur and Dinajpur.

Name of the Area Exchan eahle K (kmol hu' Available P (kg ha"
0-15 em 0-100 em 0-15 em 0-100 em
1967 1995 1967 1995 1967 1995 1967 1995

G. Atwari 2.61 1.53 10,72 12.78 87.69 98.25 246.49 236.65
Dinajpur OHP\

Jagdal
(OHP)

G. Pirgacha 3.53 1.64 14.21 8.65 110.12 123.70 357.14 431.23
Rungpur (TF)

~ia

3.27 1.88 28.21 24.44 42.57 39.89 131.61 78.91Chandra
{BTl
Bclaho
(BT)

Source' Moll,in ali, 1997

The 0-100 em soil layers of Kaunia and Pirgacha (Tisla Floodplain) showed an
improvement in phosphorus availability by 74.1 in kg P;!O, hu'] during 1967-1995. On
the contrary, available phosphorus cnnrents decreased by 9.84 and 52.7 in kg ha-] in the
soils of greater Dinajpur and Barind tract of greater Rangpur respeetiveiy. Based on the
data of 1967, the ~oils of Chandra and Belabo soil series showed a severe decline (>40%)
in available phosphorus. The decreases in phosphorlJs avaiiability were lower (4%) in

greater Dinajpur.

Ali the pbysiographie units showed a decline in the content of exchangeable K except for
greater Dinajpur wbicb showed an increa~e in the content of exchangeable K (Table
4.14). The decrease in the exchangeable K is more related to ieaehing lo~ses (Cresser et
al. 1993) and/or plant uptake. Development of irrigation has introduced high yielding
crop varieties which resulted in an increa~ed uSCof N:P:K fertilizers (Huq et al. J 990)
with the concomitant uptake and leaching of these base cations. Apart from leaching,
plant uptake played an important role in the depietion ofthi, nutrient. The increase in the
content of exchangeable K in greater Dinajpur was possibly due to the effects of parent
material and/or irrigation. Serious depletion (>30"10) or exchangeable K in Chandra and
Bclabo wil series was presumably due to the same reasons namely leaching and

inadequate fertilization.
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The available phosphorus level seemed In he affected mostly by the soil characteri,lics
and land management practices adopted hy the farming community. The increa,e in
pho'phorus availability in Pirgacha and Kaunia (TF) may be due to the addition of
fertilizer phosphorus. Except l'or plant uptake, most of the phosphorus remained within
the sampling zone since phosphorus docs not leach easily. Anaerobic conditions of the
paddy rice systems of cultivation of these soils (Islam 1999) may account for the
enhanced phosphorus availahility as reported by Kyuma and Wakatsuki (1995). The
decrease in phosphorus availability in greater Dlnajpur might be associated with fixation,
plant uptake and inadequate phosphorus fertilization. Serious decline of the level of
available phosphorus in Chandra and Belabo soil series (BT) may be due to Ihe
inadequate phosphorus fertilization and phosphaLe t1xation in acidic terrace soil (mean

pH< 5.2; table 4.14).

4.4.1 Summary of Effect oflrrigation Denlopment on Soil Fertility

The carbon content in the 0-15 cm layer mostly inercased in all sampling units in the
irrigated area except in two sampling sites. The sharp fall in the carbon content in the
Jagda! soil ;eries as well as in the Atwari soil series (OHP) in 0-15 cm layers was
attributed to thc change in the cropping system (sugarcane or T. aman in 1967 and T.
aman-wheat in 1995). In the 0-100 cm soil layers, the total carbon content mostly
dccreased but only in the Barind Tract, it has increased to some extent. Changes in
cropping pattern due to introduction of irrigation may have contributed 10 the addition of
mOreplant residue~ and slow organic maller decomposition under acidic soil conditions,
hence the increase oflhe carbon content in these soils. rhe sharp tall of IOtal nitrogen
may be due to the changes in cropping systems. Biological fixation or nitrogen by micro-
organisms, especially blue green alg"e is a major source of nitrogen for noodplain crops
(especially rice). Spatia! variation of blue green algae abundance could partly explain the
difference in the changes of the nitrogen content in the srudied solids. SoH pH showed a
decline in the 0-15 cm layers in alllhe physiographic units. Changcs in pH in that layer
ranges from 0.02 to 0.34 units. Soil pH also has declining rate over the 27 year period in
the 0-100 em layers. Exchangeable acidity showed an opposite trend of chilllge to that of
soil pH. 1\11the physiographic units showed an increase in exchangeablc acidity except
for Pirgacha and Kauni" (Teesta Flood plain) soil series which showed a decrease in the
0-100 em iayer;. All the physiographic units showed a decline in the content of
exchangeable K except for greater Dinajpur which showed an incrcase in the content of
exchangeable K. Development of irrigation has intrm\ueed high yielding crop varidies
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which resulted in an increased use ofN:P:K fertilizers with the concomitant uptake and
leaching of these base calions. The increase in the content of exchangeable K in greater
Oinajpur wa, possibly due 10 the effects of parent material and/or irrigation. The
available pho'>phorus level scemed to be affected mostly by the soil characteristics and
land management practices adopted by the fal1lling community. The increase in
phosphorus availability in Pirgacha and Kann;a (IF) may be due to the addition of
fertilizer phosphorus. rhe decrease in phosphorus availability in greater Dinajpur might
be a5:.ociated with tixatioll, plant uptake and inadequate phosphorus fertilization. Serious
decline of the level of available phosphorus in Chandra and Bclaho soil sefies (BT) may
be due to the inadequate phosphorus fertilization and phosphate fixation in acidic terrace

soil.

4.5 Findings from the Focus Group Discussion (FGD)

4.5.1 FGD lit Dinajpur

Farmers have mentioned that irrigation has been mainly started during 80s in their area.
Refore irrigation, during dry period they did not have any opportunity to work in
agricultural field. After the introduction of irrigation all the land came under cultivation
during the dry period. 1l is good in a sense that land utilized has increased as it doe, not
remain fallow during the dry period. With irrigation they can produce more crops to
ensure food security and created ample employment and incomc opportunities. However,
irrigation has negative impact, on soil fertility, climatic parameters and on ground water
level.

Impact on soil fertility:
Utilization of land in every season does not give the land any time to reinvigorate which
resulted in reduction of soil- fertility over time. Moreover, during the irrigation season
almost in every patch of land high yielding variety of rice i, being cultivated which
require higher dosage of chemical fertilizer. So uses of chemical fertilizer instead of eow-
dung and bio-fertilizer decreased the soil fertility as well. Application of pesticide also
lead, to decline soil fertillty.

Impact on climatic parameters:
According to the fanners after the introduction of ground water irrigation the day time
temperature has reduced to a little extent. The pattern of occurring extreme event like
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thunder storm has changed and the rainfall pattern has also bee" changed. During dry
period there was a hot dry westerly wind blowing from west to east al the time of carly to
mid noon but it has been reduced by 50% nowadays compared to the previous years,

Impact on warer level:
After the introduction or ground water irrigation, people of this region are facing serious
pmhlem in drawing water from himd lUbe-well during the irrigation season. Before
irrigation season they could get water Dnly by boring pipe upto 10 meter depth hut now
they need to bore more than 30 meter to get waler.

There i,a small river in their area. They mentioned that water remained in the river bed
even during dry period hut nowaday the river bed become completely dry during the dry

period i.e. during irrigation period.

4.5.2 FGD at Thllkurgaon:

farmers of Thakurgaon have informed that Boro cultivation has bcen started since the
middle of eightics after the introduction of irrigation. Before irrigation development thc
cropping pattern of this area was Aman-fallow-kowniTilil Jute; but after the introduction
of ground water irrigation majority of the land was occupied with the cropping pattern
like Aman-Boro-fallow. Likewise the farmers of Dinajpur, they have also mentioned that
tile changed cropping pattcrn has positive impact on food security, employment und
income opportunities as well as ~ome negativc impacts on soil fertility, climatic
parameters and on ground water level.

Impact on soil fertility:
Soil fertility has becn reduced a~ the land is being cultivated continuou-;ly with thc advent
of irrigation. The cuhivatlon of grain crops again and again throughoUlthe year ha,; led to
reduction of soil fertility. High nutrient requiring crop like high yielding variety of rice i~
being cultivated aller the introduction of irrigation almost in every patch of land. So,
excessive use of chemical fertilizer ,to cultivate HYV rice decreased the soil fertility as
well. According to the fanners the water holding capacity of the soil is also decreasing

over time after the introduction of irrigation.
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Impact on climatic parameters;
Before irrigation development, it was too dry and the temperature was too high during Ihe
dl) period. The hem of the sun at the early and mid noon was intolerable. The soil
became too hot. At the lime between J J am to 2 pm, people and cattle cannot stay under
the direct sunlight. But now, after the widespread practice of ground water irrigation
temperature has fallen down to some extent because of green covered land instead of
harren land and standing irrigation water. Because of this standing water and green crop,
the dryness or weather has also been reduced. Westerly hot wind is also absent after the
initiation of ground water irrigation which was prevalent during the dry season when the
land remained barren. Twenty to thirty years ago untimely rains i.e. rains in the month of
April (Chaitra) never occurred but now sometimes it occurs.

Impact on water level:
Earlier water was retained in the rivers, ponds, khals and canals but alter the irrigation
development no water remains in the water bodies during Irrigation period. Water level
has fallen down due to excessive withdrawal of ground water for irrigation so hand tube-
well and Shallow Tube- well can not draw water easily during the period of-irrigation.

4.5.3 FGll at Nilphamari:

Farmers ofNilphamari hilVementionaed that before irrigation development the cropping
pallem of Nilphamari was TAman -JutefPulses/; early B Aman- fallow or T-Aman-
fallow - Late B Arnall but after the development of ground water irrigation the cropping
pattern is mostly T Aman- Boro-Fallow is mostly practiced.

Impact on climatic parameters:
During the month of March and April (Falgun and Chaitra) which is dry period, the
temperature was too high before irrigation development but now after the development of
irrigation the temperature has reduced to some extent. Hot we'lerly wind which used to
blow during this dry period before the introduction of irrigation has heen reduced to a
great exlent Thunderstorm a10llg with rain and sleet was very common phenomenon
during this seawn bUl alter the introduction of irrigation there are fewer storms,

Impact on water level:
Ground water table has dropped down so hand tube-wells generally do not provide water.
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4.5.4. Summary of FGDs

From the findings above it has been found that the maximum temperature bas decreased
to some extent after the development of irrigation. Because of the standing wuler and
green crops. the dryness of "cather has also been reduced. Westerly hot wind is also
absent after the initiation of grolJnd water irrigation which was prevalent during the dry
season when the land remained barren. Soil fertility has been reduced as the land is being
cultivated continuously with the advent of irrigation. The cultivation of grain crops again
and "gain throughout the year has led to reduction of soil fertility. High mdrient requiring
crop like high yielding variety of rice is being cultivated afler the imroduclion of
irrigation almost in every patch of land. So, excessive use of chemical fertilizer to
cultivate HYV rice decreased the soil fertility as well. Before Irrigation development the
cmpplng pattern of this area was Aman-fallow-ko"'ll/Till/ Jute; but after the introduction
of ground water irrigation majority of the land was occupied with the cropping pattern
like Allan-Boro-Fallow, Water level has fallen down due to excessive withdrawal of
grol.lndwater for irrigation so hand lUbe."ell and Shallow Tl.lbe-well can not draw water

easily during the perlod of irrigation.



Chapter Five
Conclusion and Recommendation

5.1 Conclusion

lrrigation has hoosted up agricultural production significantly to meet the food
requirements of the country bl.lt sImultaneously it may have exerted some impacts on
environment. The present study investigates the effect of progressive development of
irrigation on the climatic parameters such as on maximum temperature, minimum
temperature, evaporation and on relative humidity, It has also investigated the effect of
irrigation development on the land use and cropping pattern and on the soil fertility as
well. In most past studies, the effect of all climatic variables on irrigation and irrigation
"'ater requirement has been investigated but the effect of irrigation development on
climatic variables was not taken into consideration. The stl.ldy investigates the long tenn
trends in climatic variables before and after the development of irrigation and their
eorrelatinn with the progressive develnpment of irrigatinn from 1969 tn 2006 at Rangpl.lT
and Dinajpur where irrigation has been developed progressively. The same analysis has
been performed in Patuakhali also to get a comparison between irrigated and non-
irrigated area. The findings show that the effect of irrigation development on climatic
parameters is consistent ,with the general pereeption and previous lindings in case of
temperature but is quite different from what is generally thought in case of evaporation
and soil fertility. The specific conclusions drawn from this study are summarized below:

I. lhe trend line of maximum temperature shows that the maximum temperature is
decreasing in Rangpur and Dinajpur at a rate of O.s°C and 0.46GC per decade
respectively where irrigation development has been taken place progressively
while in Patuakhali with no irrigation development, the maximum temperature is
increasing over the years at a rate of0.237oC per decade.

2. The minimum temperature is increasing over the years in Rangpl.lr and Dinajpur
at a rate of O.SoCand 0.27"C per decade but in case of Patuakhali, it does not

show any definite trend.

3. Although, the evaporation is supposed to be increased over time with the increase
in irrigated area but it has been observed that the rate at" evaporation is decreasing
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over time at a rale of 0.038 mm and 0.507 mm per decade in Rangpur and
Dinajpur respectively. It is assumed that the rate of evaporation has increased in
the irrigated area, as the irrigation water provides a source for potential evapo-
transpiration, but it occurred only during the lime when sunshine is available.
However. from anolher study it has been found that sunshine duration has
declined in the north-west regioll in the recent years.

4, In case of effect of irrigation development on relative humidity, it has been found
thaI the relative humidity is increasing over the years at a rate of 0.137% and
1.275% per decade in Rangpur and Dinajpur respectively. The relative humidity
ofPatuakhali does not show any definite trend,

5, The findings of the study suggest that the progressive development of irrigation in
the last forty ycars had no adverse impact on the climatic parameters except that il
has reduccd the diurnal variation of temperature in the irrigated areas.

6. Cropping intensity in Rangpur, Dinajpur and in Patuakhali in the present decade
is 227%, 212.74% and 200.34% respectively. Cropping intensity in Rangpur and
Dinajpur is 12 to 27% higher compared to Patuakhali wherc irrigation has not
been developed over the years. Mostly Boro ricc is being cultivatcd with the
c1evelopment of irrigation. Where irrigation has developed progressively, the area
under cultivation during Kharif I season has shrunken because in between Boro
rice and T. Aman there does not remain enough time for B.Aus or TAus to be
cultivated which is the major crop in Kharif I season. Ho\\'ever, in Patuakhali, no
change in the cropping pattern has been observed over the decades.

7. The carbon content in the 0-15 cm layer mostly increased in the ,tudy area. The
study area experie~ces a sharp fall i~ the total nitrogen content which may be due
to the changes in cropping systems. All the physiographic units showed a decline
in the content of exchangeable K except for greater Dinajpur which showed an
increase in the content of exchangeable K. Changes in the phosphorus availability
in the study area is mixed. Phosphorus availability increascd in Pirgacha and
Kaunia (TF) but decreased in greater Dinajpur. Serious decline of the level of
available phosphorus occurred in Chandra and Belabo soil series (BT). Soil pH
showed a decline in the 0-15 cm layers in all the physiographic units.
Exchangeable acidity showed an opposite trend of change to that of soil pH.
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8. The findings from FGDs, also corroborate the findings of the analysis. From the
FGDs, it has been found thal the maximum temperature is decreasing with the
development of irrigation. Because of this standing waler and green crop, the
dryness of weather has also been reduc-ed. Soil fertility has been reduced as the
land is being cultivated continuously with the advent of irrigation. Before
irrigation development the cropping pattern of this area was Arnan-fallaw-
kownfTill/ Jute; but alter the introduction of ground water irrigation majority of
the land was occupied with the cropping pattern like Arnan-Boro-Fallow.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the finding; of the study and the experience gained during the study, the

following rewmmendations have been made:

I. Climatic variables at two stations with progressive irrigation development were
investigated for trends in this study. further studies should analyze data at other

similar stalions to make a general inference.

2. The relationship between increases in irrigated area with the decrease in
evaporation could not be clearly explained. Further study is required to confirm
and explain the evaporation effect wil11lhe sunshine hours.

3. As the irrigation is directly related with cropping pattern and hence with the soil
fertility so the cropping pattern has to be chosen carefully 10 avoid the adverse

impacts on soil fertility.
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